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Simulation-based design optimization and finite element method are used in this
research to investigate weight reduction of car body structures made of metallic and
composite materials under different design criteria. Besides crashworthiness in full
frontal, offset frontal, and side impact scenarios, vibration frequencies, static stiffness,
and joint rigidity are also considered. Energy absorption at the component level is used to
study the effectiveness of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite material
with consideration of different failure criteria. A global-local design strategy is
introduced and applied to multi-objective optimization of car body structures with CFRP
components. Multiple example problems involving the analysis of full-vehicle crash and
body-in-white models are used to examine the effect of material substitution and the
choice of design criteria on weight reduction. The results of this study show that car body
structures that are optimized for crashworthiness alone may not meet the vibration
criterion. Moreover, optimized car body structures with CFRP components can be lighter
with superior crashworthiness than the baseline and optimized metallic structures.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
The automobile market is growing at a very fast rate and the number of vehicles

on the road is on the rise. This rapid growth has raised public concerns about safety,
environmental protection, energy conservation and recyclability. The new regulations
proposed by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) demand car
manufacturers to reduce not only the fuel consumption but also the carbon dioxide (CO2)
emission of their vehicles. Recently, NHTSA has proposed Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) standards under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA)
(Office of Transportation and Air Quality, 2011). The proposed CAFE standards are
projected to require, on an average fleet-wide basis for cars and trucks combined, 36.6
miles per gallon (mpg) in model year 2017 and 54.5 mpg in model year 2025. In addition,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has proposed national Green House
Gas (GHG) emission standards under the Clean Air Act, which are harmonized with
NHTSA’s CAFE standards. These standards require vehicles in year 2025 to emit at most
163 grams per mile of CO2 (Office of Transportation and Air Quality, 2011). Indeed,
these new regulations gradually consider improvement in the fuel consumption and
emission for the vehicles produced from 2017 to 2025. Figure 1.1 shows that the average
fuel economy has improved from 20.8 mpg in 2008 to 23.5 mpg in 2012.
1

Figure 1.1

Average fuel consumption for years 2008 to 2012.

(Sivak and Schoettle, 2013)
Different approaches have been introduced by researchers and carmakers to
reduce fuel consumption, including improvement in the engine and the fuel injection
system, fuel quality enhancement, hybrid electric and electric vehicles, elimination of
parts and compartments, ancillary system weight reduction, smart design and design
modification, and weight reduction. Despite the fact that some approaches such as
downsizing and efficiency enhancement of the subsystems might help reduce fuel
consumption, the approaches targeting the weight reduction of the car body structure
seem to be most effective. Figure 1.2 shows that following a rapid decrease in the mid
1970’s, the average weight of the U.S. made vehicles has actually increased over the
years to 1,815 kg in 2007 (Heavenrich, 2006), and consequently both the engine power
and fuel consumption have increased.

2

Figure 1.2

Average vehicle weight by production year.

(Heavenrich, 2006)
When vehicle weight increases, more energy is needed to move the car.
According to the information on cars produced in 2005, Figure 1.3 shows the relationship
between the fuel consumption and car weight (Bandivadekar et al., 2008). Figure 1.3
confirms that weight reduction can be one of the most feasible approaches to reduce fuel
consumption. Weight reduction is performed in three different categories as discussed in
Section 1.3.

3

Figure 1.3

Relationship between car weight and fuel consumption.

(Bandivadekar et al., 2008)
According to a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) report, a reduction of 10% in
vehicle weight can improve the fuel economy by as much as 6% to 8% for passenger cars
(U.S. DOE, 2011). This report shows that weight reduction is one of the substantial
approaches for carmakers to comply with the regulations imposed by NHTSA and EPA.
1.2

Vehicle structure configuration
Car body structures may have different configurations including body-on-frame

(chassis), monocoque (unibody) and space frame. The evolution of these configurations
over the years has resulted in significant weight reduction or “lightweighting” of cars.
The earliest car body structures were designed based on the body-on-frame configuration
with the car body bolted to a separate rigid frame (chassis). In the monocoque
configuration (Figure 1.4Figure 1.4), introduced in the 1950’s (Howard, 1999), sheet
4

metal panels that are stamped to various geometric shapes (normally steel) are spot
welded together during the early phase of production to form a unibody design.
According to the National Academy of Sciences (National Academy of Sciences, 2011,
p. 101), more than 99 percent of the cars on the road today are made using the
monocoque design.

Figure 1.4

Typical unibody structure- 2007-2011 Mini Cooper S.

(Image from BoronExtrication.com. Copyright 2013 FireEMSBlogs.com / PennWell
Corp).
Space frame has been recently developed and used by a few car manufacturers. It
is constructed based on attachment of the non-structural bodyworks, such as panels, to
tubular frameworks of thin-walled tubes. Space frame design allows the use of different
materials such as steel, aluminum, magnesium, and polymer composites. Hence, it can
help reduce not only the weight but also the cost and time of manufacturing. Figure 1.5
shows a typical space frame design used in Audi R8 (Audi AG).

5

Figure 1.5

Spaceframe construction for Audi R8

(Image from audiworld.com. Copyright 1996-2012 by AudiWorld).
1.3
1.3.1

Weight reduction
Ancillary system weight reduction
Advancement in manufacturing technology has enabled carmakers to manufacture

parts with complex geometry. In addition to manufacturing technology, vehicleengineering design has also advanced. Weight reduction and efficient design are at the
center of this advancement. For instance, the mass reduction project carried out by Lotus
Engineering for the Toyota Venza (Figure 1.6) is such a program that shows great
feasibility for weight reduction not only for body structure but also for systems and
components of the modern cars (EPA, 2012). In that project, all the car’s systems such as
powertrain, transmission, steering, suspension, and fuel have been investigated for two
levels of improvement, low and high development phases. The report of low development
phase shows the feasibility of 14.3% weight reduction in systems and components and
4.7% in the body structure of the car (EPA, 2012).
6

Figure 1.6

Toyota Venza.

(Image from toyota.com. Copyright 2013 Toyota Motor Sales).
Steering wheel frame is another part which has received numerous modifications
over the recent years. The earliest steering wheel frame was made of steel. To reduce
weight and exhibit a good quality for manufacturing, steel wheel hub was replaced by
cast magnesium or aluminum for many cars. In addition, replacement of the metallic
steering wheel frame (e.g. steel, aluminum, or magnesium) with high performance plastic
such as glass-filled polycarbonate-siloxane copolymer resin has resulted in a 20% cost
reduction and a 40% mass reduction (AAM, 2011).
Weight reduction of the car seats is another successful design innovation pursued
in the automotive industry. Recent developments in the seat design have made the
modern seats much more comfortable, safer, and lighter than the earlier designs.
Mercedes Benz is the first carmaker that used magnesium to build its new car seats and
the related components for a 7-8 kg mass reduction (Mann, 1999, p.99).
Shorter stopping distance is one of the car characteristics that is always in demand
by the consumers and the more stringent Federal regulations. Efficient brake system is
responsible for shortening the stopping distance. Different requirements such as
reliability and service life tend to increase the weight of the brake system components
7

such as the cast drum, rotor, pads, spindle, and hydraulics. Usually cast iron is used for
the brake system components because of its low cost and good performance. According
to Stephenson et al., (1996), replacement of cast iron with aluminum alloy-based metal
matrix composites (MMCs) with ceramic particulate reinforcement will result in up to
50% - 60% weight reduction in the brake system.
Researchers at Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems (CAVS) at Mississippi
State University have investigated the weight reduction of engine cradle for Corvette Z06
through the use of lightweight alloys. According to a CAVS report (CAVS, 2011), the
optimized magnesium engine cradle is 60% lighter than the baseline steel and 35%
lighter than aluminum. Additionally, the baseline steel includes 28 pieces while the
magnesium cast cradle is a single piece; therefore, not only the cradle weight but also the
cost and time for manufacturing have been reduced.
Engine block is another car component that has received lots of innovations and
improvements. The earliest versions of engine blocks were made of cast iron with a mass
of about 68 kg (Verbrugge et al., 2010). In the 1990’s, General Motors (GM) started to
produce die casting engine blocks out of aluminum and reduced the weight by ~62%;
moreover, recent manufacturing of engine blocks from a combination of aluminum and
magnesium yields an additional 25% weight reduction (Verbrugge et al., 2010). Figure
1.7 shows the engine blocks evolution over time.
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Figure 1.7

Engine block evolution over time.

(Verbrugge et al., 2010).
1.3.2

Application of lightweight materials
A car body structure can be made of three main material groups: advanced high

strength ferrous alloys, lightweight metals (aluminum, magnesium, and titanium) and
polymer composites (Codd, 2008); however, ferrous metals are the dominant material in
the automotive industry. Bandivadekar et al., (2008) show the percentage of weight for
different systems and subsystems in a conventional car, Figure 1.8. According to
Stodolsky et al., (1995), ferrous-based metals are used in about three-quarters of a
conventional car for powertrain, chassis, and body, Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.8

Contribution of different subsystems in the vehicle mass.

(Bandivadekar et al., 2008).

Figure 1.9

Average distribution of materials in a conventional car.

(a) Mass distribution of different alloys, (b) percentage of major alloys (Stodolsky et al.,
1995).
Application of magnesium in car body structure has received an increasing
interest over the last two decades, and reports show the growth of magnesium per car
from an average of 3 kg in 2005 to 20 kg in 2010 (Kulecki, 2008; Friedrich et al., 2001).
Prior studies about magnesium application in car body structure indicate that the
knowledge of magnesium and the related technology has not matured yet. In a recent

10

study by Parrish et al. (2012), the use of magnesium alloy in place of steel coupled with
multi-objective design optimization resulted in a 5% reduction in the vehicle mass.
According to a DOE report (DOE, 2013), application of magnesium in car body
structure can reduce the weight by up to 60%; however, magnesium application requires
further improvements in energy absorption and crashworthiness behavior, which is
greatly influenced by the hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystal structure of magnesium
which can lead to substantial anisotropy in its material properties (DOE, 2013). In
Section 4.3, weight reduction of car body structure by application of magnesium will be
discussed.
Aluminum is another lightweight material that has received interest in the
automotive industry since the 1990’s when demand for lightweighting began to grow. In
1994, Audi lunched the Audi A8, the first mass produced all-aluminum body structure
vehicle, and achieved a mass reduction of 525 pounds over the previous steel design
(CAR, 2013). To take advantage of aluminum in lightweighting of the car body structure,
Audi started using space frame instead of conventional unibody design for its vehicle
structures. The 2011 Audi A8 exhibited a space frame structure which is made of mostly
aluminum, Figure 1.10. Based on the reports in the literature (Hirsch et al., 2011),
substitution of aluminum for steel in body-in-white (BIW) can result in 34% weight
reduction. However, compared to steel, aluminum application in the automotive parts is
limited due to higher material cost, lack of formability, lower strength at elevated
temperatures, joining difficulty, and galvanic corrosion (DOE, 2013). Today, the
application of aluminum has been limited mostly to engine blocks and suspension
systems.
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Figure 1.10

Spaceframe design for the 2011 Audi A8, full aluminum body structure.

(Online: http://audicollisionrepair.com/media/CollisionFrame_v9.pdf ).
Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) is another group of lightweight materials
which offers high specific energy absorption (SEA), stiffness-to-weight ratio, strength-toweight ratio, and corrosion resistance. Today, the main barriers to use of CFRP in car
body structures are the cost of raw material, long production cycle times, low production
volume, and recycling (Bandivadekar et al., 2008). These barriers have limited the CFRP
application mostly to luxury vehicles. In the near future, application of composite
materials, especially CFRP, is expected to reduce BIW weight of vehicles by as much as
60% (Lovins et al., 2004). The behavior of CFRP under impact loading will be studied at
the part- and full-vehicle levels in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, respectively.
Recently, car body structure made of multiple materials has been addressed by the
automotive industry. This approach might resolve some of the limitation for application
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of advanced materials such as CFRP and High Strength Steel (HSS) in the car body
structure. The European collaborative research and development project SuperLIGHTCAR has developed a BIW in multi-material design which delivers about 37% weight
savings (Lesemann et al., 2008). However, the lack of technology to integrate parts made
of different materials into the body structure is the biggest challenge that the automotive
industry has to address (DOE, 2013).
1.4

Optimization-based design
A Car body structure must be evaluated under numerous loading conditions and

constraints. In addition, the weight of the car body structure must be kept as low as
possible. Therefore, the traditional design strategy that relies on trial-and-error
approaches is time consuming and not very efficient for application to complex
structures.
In recent years, the rapid development of computer technology has enabled the
use of computer-based design as a promising tool for design of complex structures such
as aircraft, ships, and cars (Fang et al., 2004). Computer-based design can be applied to
car body structure design in different ways including simulation-based and surrogatebased design optimization. Although these approaches search for the best point in the
design space, their procedures are different.
In simulation-based design optimization, one or more software tools are coupled
to evaluate each generated design point directly through high fidelity simulation (e.g.,
finite element analysis (FEA)). In contrast, surrogate-based design optimization builds an
approximate mathematical model for each response from the FEA or other analyses at
specific design points. The design of experiments is used to identify randomly generated
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design points before analyzing the structure for various performance responses. The
collection of design points and their associated responses are used to generate an
appropriate surrogate model for each response. This approach is discussed later in
Chapter 4.
Today, different types of structural optimization such as shape, topology and
sizing (gauge) optimization (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et al., 2001; Leiva et al., 2001;
Duddeck, 2008; Baskin et al., 2008) are used in the automotive industry. Shape
optimization is focused on changing the geometry (domain boundary) of a structural part
in a manner that would optimize its performance. In topology optimization, the goal is to
find the best distribution of a fixed amount of material in a structural member such that it
exhibits maximum stiffness while satisfying all the other design constraints. Topology
optimization is a useful approach in the earliest stages of designing a complex structure
(Akkerman et al., 2000). In gauge optimization, only the cross-sectional size (e.g.,
thickness, area) is used to find the best design for a structural part. This approach is
useful for optimization of the structures that are constructed from sheet metal parts such
as aircraft or car body. In this research, gauge optimization is used to optimize a car body
structure for different crash scenarios as discussed in Chapter 4.
1.5

Simulation technology
Software technology has led to innovations in the automotive industry. The

precision of simulation results is getting very close to the experimental observations. By
using simulation technology, automotive engineers can rapidly explore different design
alternatives in a cost effective manner and reduce or eliminate the weaknesses and
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enhance the strengths of the car body structures and systems. For instance, dynamic and
static FEA are applied for evaluation of crashworthiness, rigidity, durability, etc.
A small change in geometry, material, thickness, and cross section might make a
big difference in the attributes and characteristics of the structure. For example, the
stiffness of the joints in the car body structure can influence the performance of the car in
terms of both crash and vibration. By the use of joint stiffness analysis, engineers can
evaluate the car body structure for specific attributes and improve the design of the
structure to achieve specific results. This approach has been used as part of this research
with results reported in Chapter 6.
1.6

Dissertation summary
Among the different approaches, weight reduction of car body structure seems to

be one of the best techniques to reduce the vehicle fuel consumption. To achieve this
objective, the following approaches should be considered:


Appropriate techniques for structural optimization resulting in minimum
weight and maximum performance.



Application of advanced materials such as HSS, magnesium and CFRP.



New design configurations allowing the use of multi-material structures
and their integration (e.g., space frame design).



Consideration of joint stiffness as a mechanism for improving the
performance and reducing the weight of car body structures.

This dissertation is mainly focused on the application of simulation, modeling,
and optimization technologies together with different design strategies that can be used
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for weight reduction of the car body structure. Chapter 2 discusses modeling and
simulation of auto body structures. Evaluation of crashworthiness characteristics for
automotive parts is discussed in the third chapter. Chapter 4 focuses on weight reduction
of the auto body structures through design optimization and material substitution, and
Chapter 5 presents the computational framework developed in this research for
application of composite material in the automotive structures. Design evaluation of car
body structure by using joint stiffness technique is discussed in Chapter 6, and the last
chapter presents the conclusions and future work for this research. The contributions of
this research may be summarized as follows:


Development and application of a procedure to generate a vibration model
of the car body structure based on a full-vehicle crash model.



Surrogate modeling of vibration responses with consideration of Modal
Assurance Criterion (MAC) analyses.



Surrogate modeling of crash responses from the results of high fidelity
simulations.



Development and application of a global-local optimization strategy for
design of vehicle structures made of composite materials.



Investigation of joint stiffness analysis as a mechanism to improve both
the crashworthiness and vibration characteristics of automotive structures.
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CHAPTER II
MODELING AND SIMULATION OF CAR BODY STRUCTURE

A car body structure must be evaluated usually for different design criteria.
Crashworthiness as well as dynamic and static stiffness represent important
characteristics for a car body structure. Safety is determined through crashworthiness
simulation whereas rigidity is measured using dynamic and static stiffness analyses. In
this chapter, the modeling approaches used for these three design criteria are presented
and discussed.
2.1

Crash simulations
A full-scale finite element (FE) model of the 1996 Dodge Neon is considered for

Full Frontal Impact (FFI), Offset Frontal Impact (OFI), and Side Impact (SI) scenarios
(Figure 2.1). These crash scenarios are consistent with the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards (FMVSS) (NHTSA, 1998, CFR 501.208 and 501.214).
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Figure 2.1

1996 Dodge Neon.

(a) Real model of 1996 Dodge Neon, (b) baseline FE model (NCAC,
http://www.ncac.gwu.edu/vml/models.html).
The FE model of the Neon was developed by the National Crash Analysis Center
(NCAC) (NCAC, http://www.ncac.gwu.edu/vml/models.html),and the results obtained
from the nonlinear transient dynamic simulations using LS-DYNA software were
validated by NHTSA through FFI, OFI and SI tests conducted on the actual vehicle
(Karco Engineering, 1997; MGA, 1999; NCAC, 2006).
The FE model consists of 270,768 elements in 336 parts for total mass of 1,333
kg. All the material data were originally derived from coupon testing and the piecewise
linear plasticity (MAT024) model is used for most of the parts and components in the
crash model. In addition, Belytschko-Tsai element formulation (ELFORM 2) is used for
most of the shell elements. The mesh includes a crude model of the engine and drivetrain,
but it does not include a dummy model or interior components such as seats, door panels,
etc. Consequently, vehicle-based responses are used in lieu of the various occupant injury
criteria specified in FMVSS.
The three crash scenarios follow the impact speed and impact location/angle as
specified by FMVSS. The FFI scenario models a frontal crash into a rigid barrier
(simulating a direct head-on collision with a rigid structure) at a speed of 56 km/h (Figure
2.2a). The simulation result of the FFI scenario, which is filtered by Butterworth (BW)
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filter at 60 Hz, confirms acceleration data extracted from the sensor located on the seat
cross-member (Figure 2.3a).
The three crash scenarios follow the impact speed and impact location/angle as
specified by FMVSS. The FFI scenario models a frontal crash into a rigid barrier
(simulating a direct head-on collision with a rigid structure) at a speed of 56 km/h (Figure
2.2a). The simulation result of the FFI scenario, which is filtered by Butterworth (BW)
filter at 60 Hz, confirms the acceleration data extracted from the sensor located on the
seat cross-member (Figure 2.3a).
In the OFI scenario (Figure 2.2b), the car collides with a deformable honeycomb
barrier, placed in front of a rigid wall, such that 40% of the front end of the car comes in
contact with the deformable barrier. The OFI simulation was validated at 60 km/h based
on the available test data (Figure 2.3b). The BW at 60 Hz is used to filter the acceleration
data extracted from the sensor located on the left rear sill. The OFI scenario used here is
based on the crash speed of 56 km/h to coincide with the FFI simulations at 40% offset.
In the SI case, the stationary vehicle is impacted on the driver side by a moving
deformable barrier that is traveling at a speed of 52.5 km/h at an angle of 27° relative to
the vehicle (Figure 2.2c). A honeycomb block is placed in front of the deformable barrier
to simulate the impact caused by another vehicle as accurately as possible. The crash
setup in SI closely simulates the experimental conditions (Figure 2.3c) with the
acceleration data extracted from the sensor located on the middle of the B-Pillar. Similar
to FFI and OFI, the SI acceleration results from the simulation are filtered by BW at 60
Hz. The deformed shapes of the baseline vehicle model at approximately 150 ms
following the FFI, OFI, and SI crashes are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.2

Three crash scenarios

(a) FFI, (b) OFI, and (c) SI.

Figure 2.3

Acceleration curves for different crash scenarios.

(a) x-dir. FFI, (b) x-dir. OFI, and (c) y-dir. SI. (x represents the longitudinal and y the
lateral direction).
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Figure 2.4

Deformed shapes of the baseline model.

(a) FFI, (b) OFI, and (c) SI crash simulations.
Intrusion distance and acceleration are the two responses of interest that are
measured at specific vehicle locations as indicated in Figure 2.5. The toeboard and
dashboard locations are selected for intrusion distance in FFI and OFI (Toe_int,
Dash_int) while the door location is used for the SI intrusion (Door_int). Furthermore,
the upper B-Pillar is the selected site for the resultant peak acceleration (Acc)
measurements in all three crash scenarios. Nodal averaging is used to determine the
vehicle’s acceleration responses.
The intrusion distance represents the absolute difference in the average distance
measured between twenty nodes at each response location and a reference node on the
opposite side of the car before and after crash. In addition, the acceleration response
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location (upper B-Pillar shown in Figure 2.5) is chosen to be near the approximate
location of where the driver’s head would be in an actual crash event (Hurnall et al.,
2003). BW filter is applied to the acceleration curve at twenty nodes in each direction.
The average resultant peak acceleration is used to represent the acceleration response in
each crash scenario. These responses and the corresponding locations are chosen because
of their relevance to occupant safety in absence of any occupant model.
It is worth noting that the crash scenarios considered in this research represent
only a subset of those that would ordinarily be considered in a typical vehicle design by
the automotive industry.

Figure 2.5

Locations for measuring the intrusion distance and acceleration responses.

In addition to the intrusion and acceleration responses, the internal energy in
twenty-two parts (Figure 2.6) is considered in evaluation of the vehicle’s
crashworthiness. Due to the vehicle model symmetry, the selected parts are represented
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by fifteen design variables with LS-DYNA component name and part number as well as
baseline wall thickness listed in Table 2.1. These parts have a combined mass of 105.25
kg for 8% of the crash-model mass at 1,333 kg.
Table 2.1

Part thickness in the baseline design.

Design Variables
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14
x15

Figure 2.6

Component
A-Pillar
Front bumper
Firewall
Front floor panel
Rear cabin floor
Outer cabin
Cabin seat reinforcement
Cabin mid rail
Shotgun
Inner side rail
Outer side rail
Side rail extension
Rear plate
Roof
Suspension frame

Part Number
2000310,11
2000330
2000352
2000353
2000354
2000355,56
2000357
2000358,59
2000373,74
2000389,91
2000390,92
2000398,99
2000415
2000416
2000439

Selected parts in the body structure.
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Baseline Thickness, mm
1.611
1.956
0.735
0.705
0.706
0.829
0.682
1.050
1.524
1.895
1.522
1.895
0.710
0.702
2.606

The three crash scenarios are analyzed using a high performance-computing
cluster (i.e., Talon) at Mississippi State University. Talon has 3,072 compute core
clusters with 256 IBM iDataPlex nodes, with each node having two six-core Intel
processors (2.8 GHz) and 24 GB of RAM. The time for each crash scenario is different
because of the difference in the number of elements in the barrier models.
After setup of the crash scenario, the number of elements, nodes, and parts in FFI
scenario increased to 271,147 and 283,909 and 373, respectively. A 150-ms FFI scenario
takes around four hours of simulation time. In OFI scenario, the number of elements,
nodes, and parts raised to 477,271 and 451,041 and 344, respectively. Consequently, the
time to complete a 50-ms OFI simulation is approximately ten hours. This significant
growth in computation time for OFI scenario is also related to the foam models in the
barrier. For SI scenario, the number of elements, nodes, and parts increased to 328,829,
336,219 and 360, respectively; moreover, the average time for one SI analysis is around 7
hours. Table 2.2 shows the results of simulation for each scenario, and Figure 2.7 shows
the effectiveness of the selected parts in absorbing the crash-induced energy. The twentytwo parts contribute to 42%, 27%, and 36% of the total energy absorbed in FFI, OFI, and
SI, respectively.
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Table 2.2

Crash responses for the baseline design model.
Response

Figure 2.7

Baseline Value

FFI_Toe_int, mm

157.07

FFI_Dash_int, mm

122.06

FFI_Acc, g’s

63.51

FFI_Int_eng, kJ

62.31

SI_Door_int, mm

313.93

SI_Acc, g’s

47.88

SI_Int_eng, kJ

22.37

OFI_Toe_int, mm

273.48

OFI_Dash_int, mm

246.94

OFI_Acc, g’s

35.02

OFI_Int_eng, kJ

39.42

Mass, kg

105.25

Energy absorption capacities of the selected components.

(a) FFI, (b) OFI, and (c) SI.
2.2

Dynamic stiffness analysis
To evaluate the dynamic and static stiffness characteristics of a car, a BIW model

is often used for the related simulations. The BIW model may include or exclude both
windshield and rear window, and it differs from the crash model, Figure 2.1b, in several
areas such as exclusion of all the moving parts (doors, hood, etc.) together with a more
accurate representation of the spot welds and overall structural stiffness. The BIW model
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used for vibration analysis, as shown in Figure 2.8, consists of all the sheet metal
components that are spot welded together plus the windshield and the rear window. The
selected parts shown in Figure 2.9 represent approximately 45% of the vibration-model
mass at 233 kg.

Figure 2.8

BIW model of the 1996 Dodge Neon developed.

Figure 2.9

Selected parts as the design variables for dynamic and static stiffness
analysis.
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As a part of this research, the FE model for the BIW of the 1996 Dodge Neon
(Figure 2.8) was generated from the corresponding LS-DYNA crash model shown in
Figure 2.1(b) and used for modal analysis with MSC Nastran. In this process, each spot
weld was given a nominal diameter of 5 mm that was modeled using a CWELD element
with elastic properties equal to those of the welded steel parts. In addition, the CNRB
rigid elements in LS-DYNA were converted to RBE2 elements in MSC Nastran. CNRB
and RBE2 elements connect parts that are more-or-less permanently attached or to
connect parts with mesh-dissimilarities such as different mesh sizes or element types
(shell-to-solid, shell-to-beam, etc.). As a result, the BIW model consists of 273,760
nodes, 262,560 CQUAD4 and CTRIA3 shell elements along with 701 RBE2 and 3,215
CWELD elements. In Figure 2.8, the CWELD elements are scaled up and shown by solid
spheres while the RBE2s are shown by open circles. Subsequent dynamic stiffness
analyses, under free-free boundary conditions, were used to confirm the six rigid body
modes and the subsequent flexible modes of vibration.
Besides safety, there are other criteria such as Noise-Vibration-Harshness (NVH)
that influence vehicle structural design (Paramjot et al., 1996; Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et
al., 2001; Nomura et al., 2003; Donders et al., 2006; Duddeck, 2007; Baskin et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2009). Any improvement in the NVH enhances the ride quality experienced
by the occupants. Structural rigidity is one of the many factors that influence the NVH
characteristics of a vehicle, and it is determined by performing dynamic stiffness
analysis. One way to evaluate structural rigidity is through measurement of the vibration
frequencies associated with the numerous flexible modes.
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By using MSC Nastran SOL101, dynamic stiffness analysis for the BIW model of
the 1996 Dodge Neon was carried and twelve natural frequencies were extracted; among
these frequencies, the first six are associated with the rigid-body motion and are close to
zero. Usually, the frequencies that are related to the rigid-body motion are not of interest
in car body structural design; therefore, the frequencies beyond the rigid body motion are
used. To limit the scope of this analysis, only the fundamental frequencies associated
with the first three flexible modes are considered. The three fundamental vibration modes
of the baseline model, as shown in Figure 2.10, correspond to the first torsion at
Frq1=35.39 Hz, first bending at Frq2=36.23 Hz, and a combined torsion-bending mode at
Frq3=38.37 Hz. The solid lines in Figure 2.10 trace the shape of the stationary vehicle. In
addition, the first six frequencies corresponding to the flexible modes are given in Table
2.3. It is important to note that the modal frequencies for a BIW model, with or without
windshield, are typically higher than those associated with a full-vehicle model (Figure
2.11).

Figure 2.10

Vibration modes of the baseline design.

(a) first torsion, (b) first bending, and (c) mixed torsion-bending. (Deformed shapes
amplified for the sake of clarity.)
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Table 2.3

The first six flexible frequencies (Hz).

First Torsion
35.39

First Bending
36.27

Combined Torsion and Bending
38.37

Front Floor Panel
43.28

Second Bending
49.68

Second Torsion
50.76

Based on the results of benchmark analyses on different vehicles (Malen, 2011,
p.126 & 168), the range of frequencies obtained for this model appears to be consistent
with the range expected for small cars of the same general size and configuration as
shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11

Comparison of natural frequencies of full vehicle and the corresponding
BIW with and without windshield.

(a) Torsion mode and (b) bending mode (Malen, 2011, p.126 & 168).
2.3

Static stiffness analysis
The four major static stiffness characteristics of a BIW model are extracted from

bending, torsion, longitudinal, and lateral responses under static loads. A static load is
applied on the structure with a specific set of boundary conditions and the associated
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deformation or angle of twist is extracted. The load used in the static stiffness
calculations usually comes from weight of the passengers, body structure, and the
vehicle’s subsystems. To calculate the stiffness for the dynamic case, the static load is
multiplied by a dynamic acceleration factor (Malen, 2011, p.122). The source of dynamic
loads includes inertia effect during acceleration or deceleration. In this section, the BIW
stiffness analysis based on static loading is presented.
2.3.1

Bending stiffness analysis
To determine the bending stiffness, a total force of 6,680 N was divided to four

equal forces (1,670 N) and applied on the seat attachment points inside the cabin while
the point corresponding to each shock absorber was constrained as shown in Figure 2.12a
(Malen, 2011, p.125). The bending stiffness is calculated as

K Bending 

F
4

 i

(2.1)

i 1

where δi defines the deformation caused by each point force.
2.3.2

Modeling BIW to calculate torsional stiffness
To calculate the torsion stiffness, two equal static point forces in opposite

direction are applied on the structure as shown in Figure 2.12b (Malen, 2011, p.164). The
heads of the front shock absorbers are used for applying the loads while the heads of the
rear two shock absorbers are constrained. This loading condition yields a torque equal to
6,250 N-m on the car body structure. The angle of twist () and torsion stiffness are
calculated as
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𝜃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (

𝛿𝑙 +𝛿𝑟
𝑑

)

𝑇

𝐾Torsion = 𝜃

(2.2)
(2.3)

where 𝛿𝑟 and 𝛿𝑙 represent the vertical deflections at the right and left front shock
absorbers, respectively, and d is the distance between the two loaded points.
2.3.3

Lateral stiffness analysis
Lateral stiffness determines the car body’s resistance against the side loading as

well as the car’s handling quality (Sreeraj et al., 2011). A static point load of 5,000 N is
applied on the B-Pillar of the car in the lateral direction as shown in Figure 2.12c and the
lateral stiffness is calculated using equation (2.1) with the summation reduced to a single
term.
2.3.4

Longitudinal stiffness analysis
To determine the longitudinal stiffness of the car body, a static point force of

5,000 N is applied at the front of the car as shown in Figure 2.12d and the associated
deformation is found using equation (2.1) with the summation reduced to a single term.
Each static analysis takes nearly one hour on the Talon cluster. After completing
each simulation, a C++ code is used to read the output file (F06) of Nastran and calculate
each static stiffness automatically. The results of static stiffness are given in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.12

Load cases used to extract static responses of BIW.

Determination of (a) bending, (b) torsion, (c) lateral, (d) longitudinal stiffness.
Table 2.4

Static stiffness results for the baseline design.

Bending Stiffness
(N/mm)
6677.90

2.4

Torsion Stiffness
(N-mm/degree)
11199.90

Lateral Stiffness
(N/mm)
5711.87

Longitudinal Stiffness
(N/mm)
8772.83

FE model preparation for joint stiffness analyses
Based on the present investigation and those reported in the literature (Chang,

1974; Okabe and Tomioka, 2001; Lee et al., 2002; Mundo et al., 2010), stiffness of
structural joints (or simply joint stiffness) at various locations in the car body plays an
important role in the resulting structural responses associated with both crashworthiness
responses NVH characteristics. Effect of joint stiffness on static bending and torsion
rigidity has been investigated in previous studies (Lubkin, 1974; Urzua and Chouping,
1999; Chi and Wang, 2011); however, in this dissertation, the effect of joint stiffness on
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both crash and vibration responses of a full vehicle model is investigated. In addition, a
material-based approach for joint stiffness modeling is presented.
2.4.1

A Material-Based Approach for Joint Stiffness Modeling
The static and dynamic stiffness of vehicle structures can be greatly influenced by

the rigidity of the joint regions (Chang, 1974). Several reports in the literature have
examined the effect of welding and cross-sectional geometry of individual parts on
structural response of vehicle structures (Lee and Lee, 2003; Donders et al., 2005; Hur
and Lee, 2005; Lyu et al., 2006; Blicblau et al., 2007; Wang and Ceglarek, 2009).
However, using cross-sectional geometry of specific members as a direct mechanism for
modifying the stiffness properties of the joints can be very difficult to implement in
optimization problems involving full-vehicle FE models. A simplified approach is
presented here that can be used in simulation-based design optimization of car body
structures in both the conceptual and detailed design stages.
The bending stiffness of a structural member made of an isotropic material is a
function of both the elastic modulus (E) of the material and the area moment of inertia (I)
of the member about its neutral axis; therefore, structural stiffness can be altered by
changing E, I, or both. In vehicle FE models with varying degrees of fidelity as shown in
Figure 2.13, it is much easier to modify the stiffness by changing the elastic modulus
rather than the cross sectional geometry. After calculation of the optimum stiffness
through modification of elastic modulus at each joint, structural engineers have the
flexibility to design the joints based on one or combination of cross-sectional geometry,
elastic modulus, and reinforcement to achieve the desired joint stiffness.
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Figure 2.13

Different modeling for car body structures.

Represented by (a) low-fidelity and (b) high-fidelity FE models.
This approach can be implemented by dividing a joint region into separate
sections associated with the joined parts. For a vibration model in MSC Nastran (V2012),
such a joint decomposition is easy to implement because elements in each part can be
defined by different material and property cards. However, for a crash model in LSDYNA (V971-R6.74904), where each part must be associated with a unique property and
material model, joint decomposition becomes more complex. Therefore, each part must
be divided into separate subparts with independent property cards. In this case, the
contact algorithm becomes very crucial. Figure 2.14 shows the joint at the top of the BPillar in a vehicle model and how it can be decomposed into separate subparts.
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Figure 2.14

Decomposition of a joint into separate subparts with independent
properties.

In addition to the decomposition of the joint region into separate subparts, it is
also necessary to use a material model that can capture the material behavior by changing
the elastic modulus. For crashworthiness investigation, MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC
(MAT003) is used for the joint regions in the LS-DYNA model with the corresponding
stress-strain curve represented by three parameters (elastic modulus, tangent modulus,
and the yield stress) as shown in Figure 2.15a (LS-DYNA Keyword, 2012). This material
model can capture both isotropic and kinematic hardening plasticity with the option of
including strain rate effects (LS-DYNA Keyword, 2012); it is also easy to use in the
vehicle crash simulations with acceptable accuracy (Mönnich et al., 2012). As crash
simulation relies on transient dynamic analysis, kinematic hardening formulation is used
(β=0). By allowing the elastic modulus to vary from the lowest (EL) to highest value (EH)
as shown in Figure 2.15b, joint stiffness can be modified and optimized. To focus on the
effect of elastic modulus, the yield stress and tangent modulus values are held fixed.
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Table 2.5

Information used to set up material model for crash simulation.

Density,
kg/m3

Elastic
Modulus,
GPa
210.0

7800.0

Figure 2.15

Poisson’s
Ratio
0.3

Yield
Stress,
GPa
0.4

Tangent
Modulus, GPa

Hardening
Parameter

0.7

0.0

Strain Rate
Parameters
c
P
80.0
4.5

Material model used in joint stiffness analysis.

(a) Basic stress-strain curve for MAT003 in LS-DYNA, (b) effect of changes in elastic
modulus.
2.4.2
2.4.2.1

Computer models for crash and vibration analyses
Baseline model and results of FE simulation
To study the effect of joint stiffness on crashworthiness parameters, a full-scale

FE model of the 1996 Dodge Neon developed by the National Crash Analysis Center
(NCAC) (Anon, 2006) is used, Figure 2.1(b). There are 270,768 elements and 336 parts
in the car model for total mass of 1,333 kg. Piecewise Linear Plasticity (MAT024) is used
to define the steel parts in the original model. Simulation setup and the responses at the
baseline design were discussed in section 2.1.
Figure 2.5 shows the selected locations for recording the crash responses that
include the peak acceleration at the upper B-Pillar location in FFI and the intrusion
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distances at the dashboard and toeboard locations in OFI. The acceleration response at the
B-Pillar is calculated by extracting the resultant values over twenty nodes. Similarly,
twenty nodes are used at the other two sites for calculation of the average final intrusion
distance with one node in the rear of the vehicle used as reference. Table 2.6 shows the
crash simulation and vibration results for the original FE model of the 1996 Dodge Neon
and its associated BIW.
2.4.2.2

Modified model for evaluation of joint stiffness effects
For the joint stiffness analysis, seven joint regions on each side of the vehicle

model were identified as shown in Figure 2.16, and both the vehicle crash and vibration
models were modified by separating the elements that belong to each joint from the other
elements of the same structural parts. Symmetry was maintained by applying the same
joint definition to both sides of the vehicle model. The separated elements at each joint
were grouped together and defined by a single material property card with modulus of
elasticity treated as a design variable. A unique material ID was assigned to the subparts
that define each joint. Table 2.6 shows the simulation results for the original model and
the modified baseline model with decomposed joint regions having the material
properties shown in Table 2.5.
Table 2.6

Results of crash and vibration analyses for the original and modified
baseline models.

Vehicle Model

FFI
Acceleration
g’s

Original Baseline
Modified Baseline

49.6
47.5

Toeboard
Intrusion,
mm
241.4
209.0
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OFI
Dashboard
Intrusion,
mm
227.3
193.9

Frq1,
Hz
35.4
35.4

Vibration
Frq2,
Frq3,
Hz
Hz
36.2
36.2

38.4
38.4

The results in Table 2.6 show that by changing the material model of the
designated joints, the crash responses are altered while the frequencies remain the same;
this is because in switching the material models, the elastic properties that affect the
vibration characteristics have not changed while the plastic properties that dominate the
crash responses have.

Figure 2.16

Modification of car body structure for joint stiffness analysis.

(a) joint identification, (b) modified crash model, (c) modified BIW model.
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATION OF CRASHWORTHINESS CHARACTERISTICS OF ENERGY
ABSORBING COMPONENTS

3.1

Introduction
Amongst all the energy absorbing components in a vehicle structure, the crash

rails, shown in Figure 3.1, serve a critical role in mitigating the transfer of crash induced
energy to the car occupants in a frontal crash scenario. Any improvement in this
component must result in increased mean crash force, reduced acceleration, and
decreased intrusion distance in the vehicle. Numerous studies have focused on the crash
rails as a way of demonstrating the mechanics of energy absorption and deformation
under dynamic crash loads as well as different approaches to enhance energy absorption
through novel use of materials and configuration design. In this chapter, different crash
rail designs are identified, the mechanisms for crash energy absorption are discussed, and
the FE-based simulation results are presented for different combinations of materials and
design configurations.
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Figure 3.1

3.2

Crash rails in the 1996 Dodge Neon model.

Steel crash rail
The crash rails are typically made of two steel hat sections that are assembled by

spot-weld joining technique. Kim and Wierzbicki et al., (2001) studied the effect of the
cross-section for S-shape crash rail made of steel. Pugsley and Macaulay et al., (1960)
proposed circular cross-section as an effective geometry for improving energy
absorption. Hosseini-Tehrani and Nikahd et al., (2006) showed that using ribs in the wall
of the S-shaped crash rail improves crashworthiness performance.
All the examined reports in the literature indicate that steel crash rails absorb
more energy when axial deformation involves progressive buckling (Wierzbicki and
Abramowicz, 1989; Abramowicz and Jones, 1986; White and Jones N, 1999; Peroni et
al., 2009). Numerous studies have been conducted to find design methodology for energy
absorption improvement of the crash rails. In addition to energy absorption, the ratio of
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maximum crash force to mean crash force is important in reducing occupant injury as
measured by the head injury criterion (HIC) Zhang et al., (2009). Nagel and
Thambiratnam et al., (2004) studied the energy absorption response of straight and
tapered thin-walled rectangular tubes. Zhou et al., (2011) reported that the ratio of
maximum to mean crash force will reduce if the S-shaped crash rails are made of steelaluminum hybrid materials; moreover, the energy absorption of the crash rails improve.
Filling the crash rail with foam is another idea that researchers have considered to
improve its crashworthiness attributes (Kim, 2001; Chen and Wierzbicki, 2001; Zarei and
Kröger, 2008; Ahmad and Thambiratnam, 2009; Singace and Elsobky, 1996; Hanssen et
al., 1999; Børvik et al., 2003).
3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Mechanics of energy absorption in metallic crash tubes
Study the force-displacement curve for metallic crash tubes under impact
Metallic crash tubes generally absorb impact energy by plastic deformation and

collapse through progressive folding or buckling. The impact energy is transformed first
into elastic strain energy in the tube and local buckling. Within the deformed buckle
geometry, the purely compressive state changes into bending and the folding process is
initiated. Most of the impact energy is dissipated in plastic deformation (developing
lobes) during collapse and progressive folding. A small part of energy is dissipated
through heat and the friction between the lobes. This part of energy is small compared to
the plastic deformation and is usually ignored. Calculations based on the energy balance
postulating show that two-thirds of the plastic energy is always dissipated through
inextensional deformations at stationary and moving plastic hinge lines.
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When a metallic crash tube progressively buckles, four different regions can be
distinguished: the elastic stage, post-buckling stage, crippling stage, and deep collapse
stage.

Figure 3.2

Typical load-displacement for metallic crash tubes under impact loading.

In Figure 3.2, Points A and B show the elastic buckling load and the maximum
crippling load, respectively. The maximum capacity for load carrying of the crash tube
occurs at Point B, and the plastic collapse is formed at the corners of the crash tube (if the
tube is angular). The force reduction after Point B is due to formation of the first fold.
After completing the first fold at Point C, a second crippling load is reached at Point D.
By increasing the impact load from E to F and G to H, folding process repeats. The
folding continues until the kinetic energy of the impact ends or the capacity of the tube
for energy absorption diminishes. In the force-displacement curve (Figure 3.2), one lobe
is defined by a pair of peaks, and the lobes generally initiate at one end of the tube.
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3.2.1.2

Circular crash tubes
Crash tubes under impact loading or quasi-static compressive loading exhibit

different behaviors that depend to different parameters such as the cross-sectional shape,
wall thickness, impact speed, and material. In this section, the collapse mode of the
circular metallic crash tube is investigated under different impact loading conditions.
3.2.1.2.1
3.2.1.2.1.1

Quasi-static compressive loading
Axisymmetric or concertina mode

Circular crash tubes under quasi-static compressive loading exhibit axisymmetric
or concertina mode of deformation. The folds are formed radially inward or outward as
shown in Figure 3.3Figure 3.3 (Abramowicz & Jones, 1984; Jones, 1997, p. 391).

Figure 3.3

Metallic circular tube under compressive loading.

(a) Concertina mode for circular crash tube under axial compression and (b) schematic of
progressive collapse mechanism (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).
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To derive the formulas for the concertina mode, it is assumed that the impact
energy is dissipated by the formation of three stationary circumferential plastic hinges in
one lobe (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984), and the associated value E1 (Figure 3.3b) is
calculated as

E1  4M0 R  H

(3.1)

In addition, impact energy is dissipated through work done by circumferential
forces and the corresponding value E2 (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984) is found as

H

E 2  2 0 tH2 1 

 3R 

(3.2)

The mean crash force Pm is derived by setting the external work equal to the total
internal energy E1 and E2
Pm  2H  E1  E2

(3.3)

By substituting equations (3.1) and (3.2) into (3.3), the mean crash force can be
derived (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984) as
1




 2R  2
Pm  M 0  20.79

11
.
90


 t 





(3.4)

1

H
 t 2
 1.76 

R
 2R 

(3.5)

2 0 t 2
M0 
4 3

(3.6)
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where R is the mean tube radius, t is the wall thickness, 2H is the initial distance between
plastic hinges in a basic element, and σ0 is the flow stress of the material.
As reported (Lee, 1962; Batterman, 1965; Horton et al., 1966; Johnson et al.,
1977; Abramowicz and Jones, 1984; Jones, 1997, p. 388; Nemat-Nasser et al., 2007), the
circular tube tends to exhibit concertina mode when R/t≤40~45; however, some thin
tubes might switch from axisymmetric to non-axisymmetric or diamond deformation
mode as described next.
3.2.1.2.1.2

Diamond mode

Due to local circumferential buckling, diamond collapse mode is formed in
circular crash tubes. Deriving the formula for the mean crash force in the case of diamond
mode is not as easy as that for the concertina mode, but the mean crash force can be
defined based on the number of lobes N, such that
1




 2R  2
Pm  M 0  A1N 
  A2N 
 t 





(3.7)

where, for perfectly plastic circular tubes, the coefficients A1N and A2N can be found
based on the experimental data shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

Parameters for different number of lobes associated with the diamond mode.
Number of lobes (N)
2
3
4
5
6

A1N
22.64
21.07
20.61
20.40
20.30
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A2N
4π
32.66
60.70
96.72
140.74

Wierzbicki (1983) also derived a simple and accurate form of equation (3.7) for
diamond mode given by
2

2

 t 3
 t 3
Pm  3.64 M 0    3.64 20 Rt  
R
R

(3.8)

Most of the reports in the literature indicate that the quasi-static collapse response
of circular tubes under axial compression usually starts with concertina mode then shifts
to diamond mode; moreover, circular crash tubes will not exhibit concertina mode if
diamond mode occurs. In addition, the energy absorption of circular crash tubes in
diamond mode is lower than that in the concertina mode (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).
Figure 3.4 shows circular crash tubes under quasi-static loading that exhibited diamond
mode of deformation. As reported in the literature (Lee, 1962; Batterman, 1965;
Tennyson and Muggeridege, 1969) for thin-walled circular crash tubes, diamond mode
may occur when 32~36≤2R/t≤50.

Figure 3.4

Circular crash tubes with diamond mode shape.

(Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).
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3.2.1.2.2

Dynamic impact

The difference between quasi-static compressive loading and dynamic impact is
the inertia effect, type of deformation mode, and strain rate sensitivity of the material
used. The inertia effect tends to reduce the crushing force in tube inversion as the
inversion velocity increases, and this is attributed to the mechanism of deformation in
tube inversion (Alghamdi, 2001). Experiments show that by changing the impact speed,
deformation mode alters and sometimes switches from concertina to diamond mode
(Abramowicz & Jones, 1984). Strain rate sensitivity increases the yield stress when tube
deforms under impact. Cowper and Symonds (1958) modeled the effect of strain
sensitivity by uniaxial constitutive equation
1

    P
    
 1
0   D 
  

(3.9)

where D and P are the Cowper-Symonds’ coefficients for strain rate sensitivity.
Equation (3.9) shows the ratio of yield stress in dynamic impact (σ) versus the
yield stress in static compression loading (σ0), and signifies that yield stress in dynamic
impact is higher than static loading case.
Experiments show that the circular metallic crash tubes exhibit both concertina
and diamond deformation modes that are mostly influenced by the impact velocity and
geometrical parameters (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984; Gupta and Velmurugan, 1997;
Alghamdi, 2001). Based on the experimental data (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984), a
circular crash tube exhibits concertina mode under dynamic impact when 2R/t≤75.6 and
diamond mode when 100≤2R/t. Equations (3.10) and (3.11) describe the mean crash
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force for dynamic impact for the case of concertina and diamond mode shapes,
respectively.
1
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(3.11)

where V defines the initial impact velocity.
3.2.1.3

Multi-corner crash tubes

3.2.1.3.1

Definition of basic collapse elements

In this section, crash tubes with square cross-section are studied for multi-corner
crash tubes. The deformation modes under static and dynamic impact will be discussed
and appropriate formulas will be represented.
According to literature (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984; Jones, 1997, pp. 401-408),
square tubes deform in four categories: symmetric, asymmetric mode A, asymmetric
mode B, and extensional. To study these deformation modes and derive the associated
formulas, the basic collapse elements must be investigated because the energy absorption
of square crash tubes depends on them. The two collapse elements are defined as Type I
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and Type II and are shown in Figure 3.5. Abramowicz and Jones et al., (1984) evaluated
the energy needed to form each element (equation (3.12) and (3.13)) as

Figure 3.5

Basic collapse element.

(a) Type I and (b) Type II (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).

b
H2 

E1  M 0 16 H I1  2C  4I3
t
b 


(TypeI)

(3.12)

 H2

E 2  M 0  8
 2C  4H 
 t


(TypeII)

(3.13)

where M0=σ0t2/4, 2H is initial distance between plastic hinges at the top and bottom of a
basic folding element, t is the wall thickness, b is the radius of the toroidal shell element,
I1=0.555, I3=1.148, and C is the total width of the corner element as shown in Figure 3.5.
3.2.1.3.2
3.2.1.3.2.1

Quasi-static compressive loading
Symmetric mode

Majority of the experimental studies show that square tubes under quasi-static
compressive loading tend to exhibit symmetric crush mode, Figure 3.6. In symmetric
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mode, the first and the subsequent lobes possess similar characteristics, so that two faces
fold inward and the opposite two faces fold outward. Therefore, the faces form a
symmetric pattern. In this mode of deformation, the crushing load and energy absorption
remain unchanged if the outward lobes move inwards instead of outwards. This
collapsing mode appears in thin square tubes when 40.8 ≤ C/t (Abramowicz and Jones,
1984; Jones, 1997, pp. 401-408).

Figure 3.6

Symmetric collapse mode in square tubes.

(a) paper model, (b) experiment (Jones, 1997, p 401 & 403).
As Figure 3.6 shows, the idealized symmetric collapse mode for square crash
tubes consists of four Type I collapse elements (E1). Thus, the total internal energy, mean
crash force, distance between plastic hinges, and radius of the toroidal shell element are
found as:
Internal Energy  4E1
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(3.14)

1

 C 3
Pm  38.12 M 0  
t

(3.15)

2

H
 C 3
 0.99 
t
t

(3.16)

1

b
 C 3
 0.77 
t
t

3.2.1.3.2.2

(3.17)

Asymmetric mixed mode A

Square tubes do not usually exhibit asymmetric mode A when they are put under
quasi-static loading. Asymmetric mode A consists of two layers such that in each layer
three faces move inward and one face folds outward, Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7

Asymmetric mixed mode A.

(a) paper model, (b) experiment (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).
As Figure 3.7a shows, this collapse mode consists of two layers with six Type I
(E1) and two elements of Type II (E2). Therefore, by equalizing internal energy and
external work (Pm.4H), the mean crash force can be found as:
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Internal Energy  6E1  2E 2

(3.18)

b 4C 6I 3 H 4H


Pm  M 0  24I1 
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(3.19)

By assuming b is equal to H for the symmetric and asymmetric layers and using
experimental data from the actual impact test, the mean crash force for asymmetric mode
A can be rewritten as:
1
2
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(3.20)
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3.2.1.3.2.3

(3.22)

Asymmetric mode B

As Figure 3.8a shows, this mode of deformation consists of two layers with a total
initial height 4H and seven Type I and one Type II basic collapse elements.
Consequently, the mean crash force can be found as
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Figure 3.8

Asymmetric mode B.

(a) paper model, (b) experimental (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).
Internal Energy  7E1  E 2

(3.23)
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According to published reports (Jones, 1997, p 403), the asymmetric mode B
occurs when 7.5≤C/t≤40.8.
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3.2.1.3.2.4

Extensional collapse mode

According to Abramowicz and Jones, (1984), this mode of deformation might not
being exhibited in quasi-static compressive loading, yet it can occur when C/t≤7.5
(especially C/t≤2.2). As Figure 3.9 shows, the extensional collapse mode consists of one
layer with four Type II elements. The mean crash force is derived by equating internal
energy and external work (equation (3.27) and (3.28)), and the mean crash force is higher
than the other collapsing modes of deformation for square crash tubes.

Figure 3.9

Extensional mode collapsing for a square tube.

(Abramowicz and Jones, 1984).
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(3.28)

3.2.1.3.3

Dynamic impact

The crash tube behavior under dynamic impact is different from that under quasistatic compressive loading because of the inertia effect, type of deformation mode, and
strain rate sensitivity of the material. As Figure 3.10 shows (Abramowicz and Jones,
1986), three dominant regions for collapse mode in square crash tubes are extensional,
asymmetric mode B, and symmetric. It is interesting that asymmetric collapse mode
covers a shorter range for dynamic impact (10.1≤C/t≤28.2) compared to quasi-static
compressive loading (7.5≤C/t≤40.8).

Figure 3.10

Different collapse modes for square crash tubes under impact loading.

(Abramowicz and Jones, 1986)
3.2.1.4

Similarities and dissimilarities of crash mechanism in circular crash tubes
versus square crash tubes
As mentioned before, geometry and material play important roles in energy

absorption mechanism. The similarities and differences between circular and square crash
tubes are as follows:


Both tubes can absorb impact energy by progressive folding.
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Increasing the wall thickness for a specific range, as noted earlier,
increases the max crash force, the mean crash force and consequently
increases the energy absorption in both square and circular crash tubes.



The energy absorption under dynamic impact is higher than quasi-static
loading in both tubes.



In both tubes, the trigger mechanism influences the maximum crash force
and reduces the initial peak force.



By increasing the impact speed, the capacity for energy absorption will
significantly increase.



The magnitudes of the second, third, and subsequent peak forces in loaddisplacement curve are less than that of the initial peak force for both
tubes.



In both tubes, the strain rate characteristics of the material can
significantly influence the energy absorption mechanism under dynamic
impact.



By increasing the impact speed (dynamic impact), the first peak in the
load-displacement curve will increase for both crash tubes.



Based on the load-displacement curves of both tubes, it is observed that
the energy required to create the first lobe under dynamic loading is higher
than that required under static loading.



In both circular and square crash tubes, the initial peak load and
deformation mode are dependent on the friction effects, geometric and
material imperfections.
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For low impact speed, the maximum peak load is close to quasi-static
compressive loading. Increasing impact speed causes significant
differences in the load-displacement curve, peak load, and the mean crash
load.

The dissimilarities are mostly dependent on the deformation mode of each type of
tube. Dissimilarities between circular and square crash tubes for energy absorption
mechanism should be discussed individually for quasi-static and dynamic impact loading.
3.2.1.4.1

Quasi-static:


Circular tubes tend to exhibit axisymmetric collapse mode while the
square tubes tend to exhibit symmetric mode.



The wavelength of the folds is higher in the collapsed square tubes
compared to the circular tubes.



The distance between plastic hinges in square tube is greater than the
circular tube by virtue of its shape.



The energy absorption and mean crash force of the circular tubes are
higher than those of the square tubes.



Circular tubes are more effective than square tubes with the same crosssectional area and solidity ratio under the same impact condition. The
solidity ratio is defined by Φ= 2t/R for circular and Φ= 4t/C for square
tubes.
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3.2.1.4.2

Dynamic impact:


The circular tubes exhibit three different crush modes under dynamic
impact. Axisymmetric, diamond and mixed mode are found in specimens
as the impact speed is increased. Concertina or axisymmetric deformation
mode is usually formed under lower speeds while the mixed mode is
formed under higher impact speeds. Unlike circular tubes, the square tubes
usually collapse in symmetric mode under dynamic impact. For higher
impact speeds, square tubes collapse in asymmetric mode B.



For circular tubes, the fold length is shorter than that in the square tubes.



The time needed to complete the entire process of crushing in circular
tubes is less than that of the square tubes.



Circular tubes are more effective in energy absorption than square tubes
with the same cross-sectional area, solidity ratio, and length.



Under the same impact condition, crash distance in the circular tubes is
generally higher than that in the square tubes.

3.2.1.5

Analytical comparison of the mean crash force for circular and square
crash tubes
To make a reasonable comparison of crashworthiness characteristics between the

square and circular crash tubes, both tubes must have the same thickness, solidity ratio,
cross-sectional area, and material. As the crash behaviors are different under quasi-static
and dynamic loads, the mean crash force is individually studied for both the loading
cases. The geometric ratio of circular tube was considered to be in the range of
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10≤2R/tc≤70 to prevent Euler buckling. This assumption may be used to find the solidity
ratio and geometric factor for the corresponding square tube as
C
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A square crash tube tends to exhibit asymmetric collapse mode B in quasi-static
compression loading when its geometric ratio is in the range 7.5≤C/ts≤40.8. In addition, a
circular crash tube tends to exhibit concertina mode in the specified range of
10≤2R/tc≤70; therefore, the energy absorption and the mean crash force for the circular
and square tubes are compared for concertina and asymmetric collapse mode B,
respectively. The ratio of the mean crash force of circular to square is defined based on
equation (3.4) and (3.24) such that
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(3.30)

Equation (3.30) shows the lower and upper bounds of the quasi-static mean crash
force for circular and square tubes that meet the requirements mentioned earlier. Clearly,
the mean crash force of the circular tubes is higher than that of the square crash tubes
under the same loading condition.
To compare the mean crash force of both tubes, their collapse modes should be
identified. For the circular tube, concertina mode is presumably exhibited in range of
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10≤2R/tc≤70 (see section 3.2.1.2.1.1), and the square tube is likely to exhibit the
asymmetric mode B for range of 7.5≤C/ts≤40.8, Figure 3.10. Therefore, applying the
strain rate effect to equation (3.30) provides the ratio of the mean crash force of circular
to square tubes under dynamic impact loading.
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Finding a unique value from equation (3.31) is dependent on different variables
such as the initial impact speed, geometric characteristics, and material behavior. The
mean crash force is studied for dynamic impact case by using two graphs, Figure 3.11.
The material is assumed to be mild steel, so the strain rate parameters for SymondsCowper are defined as D=6844 /s and P=3.91.
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Figure 3.11

Variation in the ratio of the mean crash force of the circular tube to the
mean crash force of the square tube.

(a) lower bound, (b) Upper bound.
As Figure 3.11 shows, the maximum or minimum ratio of the mean crash force
will decrease but the bound between the upper and lower values is approximately fixed
when increasing the radius of the circular tube. Generally, Figure 3.11 shows that the
mean dynamic crash force for the square tubes is less than 80% of the dynamic mean
crash force of the circular tubes.
3.3
3.3.1

Composite crash rail
Response of composite materials under impact loading
Efforts to improve fuel economy through vehicle lightweighting have increased

interest in the application of fiber-reinforced polymer composite materials for the carbody structure. Herrmann et al., (2002) reported that crash rails made of CFRP material
can absorb more energy than other materials (Figure 3.12); therefore, several
investigations have focused on the crash rails made of CFRP (Barnes et al., 2010; Deb et
al., 2010).
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Figure 3.12

Specific energy absorption for CFRP compared to other materials.

(Herrmann et al., (2002)
Substantial progress has been made in design of vehicle structure for weight
reduction without compensating safety based on application of composite materials.
Heretofore, no progress has been reported for development of a car body structure which
is fully made of composite materials; however, a few investigations have considered
CFRP for part level applications (Piellisch, 1996; Brylawski and Lovins, 1996; Botkin et
al., 1998; Barnes et al., 2010).

Figure 3.13

Carbon composite complex cone.

(Barnes et al., 2010).
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Contrary to steel or aluminum, composite materials generally exhibit different
characteristics in compression loading. During impact, composite materials absorb
energy through a sequence of fracture mechanisms involving fiber breakage, matrix
cracking, delamination, inter-ply separation and fiber-matrix de-bonding. Failure
mechanisms in composite materials are highly dependent on many parameters such as
trigger, impact condition (speed, direction, and temperature), geometry, fiber volume
fraction, lamina orientation, process type, properties for matrix and fiber.
Thornton (1979) experimentally showed that producing a bevel (trigger) in the
crashfront of a composite tube improves the tube’s energy absorption because it makes
the crash tube fail progressively. This investigation showed that for the tubes made of
carbon-epoxy, the rate of energy absorption slightly increases by increasing the crash
speed. Thornton and Edwards (1982) investigated the geometrical effects in energy
absorption of circular, square, and rectangular tubes. They concluded that for a given
fiber lay-up and tube geometry, tubes in circular cross section have the highest value for
specific energy absorption (SEA) while composite tubes with rectangular cross section
have the least.
Ramakrishna (1995), Farley (1987), and Farley and Jones (1989) reported
different results for the effect of fiber volume fraction. Farley reported that by increasing
the fiber volume fraction from 40% to 70%, the SEA of the tube made of carbon
fiber/epoxy decreases.
Thornton and Edwards et al., (1982) studied the effect of orientation and ply
stacking sequence on the energy absorption capacity for different composite materials.
They reported that using a layup of [45/-45]n in a carbon-epoxy tube results in 25% less
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energy absorption than that [0/90]n layup for the same tube geometry. For the same crash
tube made of glass-epoxy, the SEA decreases by 40%.
Thornton et al., (1979), Farley (1983), and Hull (1983 and 1991) studied the
effect of different fiber types on SEA. They conducted research on Kevlar, Carbon and EGlass fibers, and reported different results. Based on Farley’s report, SEA decreased
rapidly by increasing the Young’s modulus of the fiber from 200 GPa to 350 GPa. Farley
also observed that carbon-epoxy system absorbs more crash energy than other composite
materials.
Reports show that progress in the application of composite materials in
automotive structures has been slow because of material cost and technical problems
(Bandivadekar et al., 2008). However, given the desire for improved fuel efficiency
through lightweighting, car manufacturers have to find appropriate approaches for
application of composite materials (especially CFRP) in car body structure.
Unlike metallic crash tubes, no analytical models have been developed for
prediction of the impact characteristics of composite tubes. Besides laboratory
experiments, FE simulation is the other principal tool used for evaluation of the
composite structures.
Unlike ductile metals, composite materials fail under impact loading through
complex mechanisms such as microcracks formation in the matrix as well as fiber
breakage. In addition, deboning of fibers and matrix increases the complexity of the
problem. Therefore, the crash mechanics of composite tubes is more complex than those
of metallic tubes.
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There are few techniques to model composite structures under impact loading.
One can use shell or solid elements, and those models can be demonstrated based on a
single or multiple layers. In the case of multiple layers of shell or solid elements,
complexity and computation time of the problem can significantly increase. By using the
multiple-layer technique, delamination of composite structure can be demonstrated (Kiani
et al., 2013). In this study, both single and multiple shell layers are considered.
3.3.2

Composite circular tube

3.3.2.1

Define the problem
A circular tube made of pultruded glass-polyester is subjected to an axial impact

by a rigid mass of 68.85 kg traveling at an initial speed of 9.3 m/s (Palanivelu et al.,
2009). The lay-up is [06]T yielding an average laminate thickness of 3 mm. The crash
front of the tube has been chamfered by 45˚ as a trigger mechanism. The outer diameter
and the length of the tube are 50 mm and 220 mm, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the
material properties of the tube (Sims, 2000; Boukhili et al., 1991).
Table 3.2
Vf
0.48
T
11



(MPa)
483.0

Material properties for the pultruded glass-polyester.
ρ
(kg/m3)
1850



T
22

(MPa)
34.9

E11
(GPa)
31.20
C
11



(MPa)
409.0

E22
(GPa)
9.36



ν12

G12
(GPa)
3.20

0.29
U
12

C
22

(MPa)
73.3

(MPa)
92.2

Interlaminar Shear Strength
(MPa)
55.0

T: tension; C: compression
3.3.2.2

LS-DYNA material models for composite materials
One of the most critical parts of FE modeling is defining the constitutive

relationship or stress-strain behavior of the material or simply the material model. Many
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material models have been developed for metals especially for steel and aluminum;
however, few material models are appropriate for composite materials.
LS-DYNA has a good library of material models, different element formulations
(ELFORM), and numerous contact algorithms that are important for impact simulation,
especially for composite materials. The following material models in LS-DYNA are
appropriate for composite material simulation:


MAT002 (ELASTIC_ORTHOTROPIC)



MAT022 (COMPOSITE_DAMAGE)



MAT054, 055 (ENHANCED_COMPOSITE_DAMAGE)



MAT058 (LAMINATED_COMPOSITE_FABRIC)



MAT158 is similar to MAT058 but includes strain rate effects



MAT059 (COMPOSITE_FAILURE _MODEL)



MAT116 (COMPOSITE_LAYUP)



MAT117 (COMPOSITE_MATRIX)



MAT118 (COMPOSITE_DIRECT)



MAT161 (COMPOSITE_MSC)



MAT219 (CODAM2)

In this study, MAT054 was investigated for evaluation of composite structures
under impact loading.
MAT054 is defined in LS-DYNA for implementation of Chang-Chang or TsaiWu failure criteria for composite materials. In the material card, data should be entered
for elastic moduli (E11, E22), Poisson’s ratio (V12), shear moduli (G12, G23, and G31),
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TFAIL (Time step size criterion for element deletion), and different failure strain data
(LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual).
According to LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual, strain data include the strain
for failure of matrix (DFAILM), shear strain for laminate (DFAILS), tension strain for
fiber (DFAILT), compression strain for fiber (DFAILC), and the effective strain (EFS).
In addition to strain for failure, user should note that the response of the simulation is also
dependent on the strength parameters which are defined by longitudinal compressive
strength (XC), longitudinal tensile strength (XT), transverse compressive strength (YC),
transverse tensile strength (YT), and Shear strength (SC).
Some parameters control the progressive failure such as shear stress parameter for
the nonlinear term (ALPH), weighting factor for shear term in tensile fiber mode
(BETA), softening reduction factor for material strength in crashfront elements (SOFT),
softening for fiber tensile strength (FBRT), and reduction factor for compressive fiber
strength after matrix failure (YCFAC). These parameters cannot be found through any
physical measurements (LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual); they alter material model
for tuning the simulation results compared the test data; moreover, they prevent the
simulation instability.
MAT054 is a progressive failure material model that is developed for modeling
the orthotropic materials such as unidirectional and fabric composite laminates. This
material model uses ply discount method to degrade material properties. Once failure has
occurred in the entire composite layers (through-thickness integration points), the
element is deleted (LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual). This material model has been
developed based on two regions of stress-strain data (linear-elastic and elasto-plastic);
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therefore, the failure criteria and material model behavior are discussed in these two
regions. In the elastic region the relationship between stress and strain are given by

1 

2 

1  122 

(3.32)

E1

2   211 

(3.33)

E2

1 
3 

12   12  12
2  G12


(3.34)

where index 1 and 2 define the axial and transverse directions in the lamina, and α is the
ALPH that helps tuning the simulation results with the test.
According to (LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual), various types of failure can
be specified beyond the elastic region by following either the suggestions of ChangChang (Chang and Chang, 1987) or Tsai-Wu (Tsai and Wu, 1971). The criteria
implemented in MAT054 are as follows:


Tensile fiber mode (Fiber rupture):
2

 
    0
11  0
then
e f   11    12   1
 SC   0
 XT 
E11  E 22  G12   21  12  0
2

Failed
Elastic

,
(3.35)

  1 yield

 Hashin Failure Criteria


Compressive fiber mode (Fiber buckling and kinking):
2

11  0

then

 
 0
ec   11   1
 0
 XC 
2

E11  21  12  0
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Failed
Elastic

,

(3.36)



Tensile matrix mode (Matrix cracking under transverse tension and
shearing):
2

2

 
 0
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(3.37)

Compressive matrix mode (Matrix cracking under transverse compression
and shearing):

2
2
2
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 22   YY 
 12 
22
  1
22  0 then ed  

  
 1
 2SC   2SC 
 YC  SC 
E 22  21  12  0 yeilds

 G12  0
2

X C  2YC

 0 Failed
,

 0 Elastic
(3.38)

for 50% fiber volume.

Based on MAT054 formulation, if one of the above conditions is exceeded in a
ply within an element, all specific elastic properties of that ply automatically will be set
to zero (LS-DYNA Keyword User’s Manual; Chang and Chang et al. 1987). In addition
to strength parameters defined by equation (3.35-38), MAT054 uses various strain
parameters to develop failure criteria. Figure 3.14 shows that the element will be deleted
by MAT054 when the strain exceeds its critical value (Wade et al., 2012). Combination
of all parameters in the material card described before enables LS-DYNA to simulate the
crash phenomenon for the composite materials.
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Figure 3.14

Definition of failure and element deletion for MAT054 in different regions.

(Wade et al. 2012).
Because of the simplicity of the material model, it is appropriate for use in large
full-scale structural damage simulations. Implementation of MAT054 is applicable by
conducting coupon tests and filling the material card parameters by using the extracted
experimental information.
3.3.2.3

Single-layer tube model
In this modeling technique, the circular tube is modeled using a single layer of

shell elements following the Belyscko-Tsay quadrilateral element formulation, Figure
3.15a. All the elements must be aligned parallel to the longitudinal direction, impact
direction to enhance accuracy of the crash simulations.
As a trigger mechanism, two rows of elements in the front of the tube have fewer
layers compared to the rest of the tube. The elements in the first row have one layer (0.5
mm) whereas those in the second row have four layers (2 mm). Using two rows of
elements as trigger often prevents the catastrophic breakage of the model (Kiani, 2013).
The element size is another important factor that affects accuracy of the
simulation. Literature shows that the crash simulation results are highly influenced by the
element size (Heimbs et al., 2009). Element size incompatibility not only leads to
simulation instability but also to inaccurate results. In this study, the element size was set
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equal to the wall thickness resulting in 3404 elements for the entire tube model. Usually,
if the element size is set equal to the part thickness, simulation results exhibit good
accuracy and stability.
Contact definition between the interacting elements is another important
consideration in crash modeling. Two different contact algorithms are used in this model.
The first contact definition is Automatic_Nodes_To_Surface which controls the
interaction between the impactor and the composite tube. The second contact algorithm is
Automatic_Single_Surface which prevents the penetration of the deformed part boundary
by its nodes. This modeling technique needs to be tuned by using experimental data, and
it may be used for full-scale structural simulations. Solving the FE models generated by
this technique is very fast compared to other available techniques.
3.3.2.4

Multiple-layer tube model
In this modeling technique, the composite circular tube is modeled by using three

layers of Belytschko-Tsay shell elements. The thickness of each layer is set equal to 1
mm. The use of multiple layers enables the capturing of delamination observed in the
experimental results. However, increasing the number of layers does not necessarily yield
better accuracy in the energy absorption predictions, and−in some cases−it might even
increase the prediction errors as well as solution time.
As Figure 3.15b shows, trigger mechanism can be ignored or defined by different
techniques. Simulation results showed that shifting the nodes of the first row toward the
inside and those of the outer layer toward the outside of the tube enhance both the
stability and accuracy of the results.
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Compared to the single-layer shell model, one more contact algorithm must be
defined for the multi-layer model. To prevent penetration of the nodes on one layer into
the other shells, Automatic_Surface_To_Surface_Tiebreak (option 8) must be added.
Similar to the first modeling approach, MAT054 was used as the material model
and all the parameters were chosen based on the data from the coupon tests; however, the
value of the SOFT parameter can only be obtained through trial and error while checking
the stability of the simulation. Also, Automatic_Nodes_To_Surface and
Automatic_Single_Surface are defined for the same purpose discussed previously for the
single-layer shell model. In addition to these two contact algorithms, two other contacts,
Automatic_Surface_To_Surface_Tiebreak (option 8), were applied to tie the middle layer
to the inner and the outer layers. In option 8, three parameters are needed: NFLS and
SFLS (normal and shear failure Stresses), and PARAM (critical distance at which the
interface failure is complete). In this study, NFLS and SFLS are set equal to the
interlaminar shear strength. Also, the time step in the second simulation is controlled to
be less than 1E-6, similar to the first model.
By using the results of the coupon tests and the default options in LS-DYNA,
most of the input cards parameters are defined for the second model without any trial and
error on tuning the parameters.
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Figure 3.15

FE modeling of the composite crash tube under impact.

Modeling based on (a) single-layer shell, (b) multiple-layer shell element modeling
techniques.
3.3.2.5

Impactor model
To reduce simulation time, a coarse mesh of 400 solid elements was used for the

impactor. The impactor was considered a rigid body traveling at a constant speed of 9.3
m/s before hitting the composite crash tube, Figure 3.15. The tube was held fixed at its
base by setting all six degree of freedom to zero.
3.3.2.6

Results and discussion
The load-displacement curves for both the single- and multiple-layer shell models

of the circular tube were extracted and compared with the experimental results as shown
in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16

Comparison of predicted load-displacement curves with the test data for the
composite circular tube.

Test data obtained from Palanivelu et al., (2009).
There are considerably more oscillations in the test data than in the simulation
results. Although the initial peak force of the single-layer model is fairly close to that of
the multiple-layer model, it is about half that seen in the test results. The difference
between simulation and test curves can be attributed, in part, to the phenomenon shown
in Figure 3.17 (Palanivelu et al., 2009). Unlike the other composite (e.g., CFRP) crash
tubes which exhibit brittle fracture, the crash tube made of pultruded glass-polyester
forms continuous fronds at the impacted end. This phenomenon increases the material
volume at the crashfront which increases the stiffness of the tube, especially near the end
of crushing stage. The modeling technology used here cannot correctly capture this
behavior, resulting in underestimation of the peak loads.
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Figure 3.17

Failure pattern of the composite circular tube made of pultruded glasspolyester under impact.

(a) During the crash test (b) final deformation after crash (Palanivelu et al., 2009).
Although the crash force-displacement curves shown in Figure 3.16 indicate that
the multiple-layer shell modeling technique underestimates the peak load (Palanivelu et
al., 2009; Palanivelu et al., 2010), this technique can capture the delamination behavior in
the composite material under impact as shown in Figure 3.17. The deformation and
failure pattern of the simulated tube closely resemble the experimental observations
shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.18

3.4
3.4.1

Simulation results for multiple-layer shell modeling technique used for
delamination analyses.

Comparison of steel and CFRP crash rails
Problem overview
In this section, the crash behavior of a steel rail is compared to that of a CFRP

composite rail by using LS-DYNA. The FE model of steel rail was provided by
Mitsubishi Motor Company (MMC). Based on this FE model, a composite crash rail was
developed.
The CFRP rail is made of T700/2510 plain weave carbon fabric-epoxy with
properties given in CMH-17. This composite material is used extensively for the primary
structures in general aviation aircraft, and its properties are well documented as part of
the FAA-sponsored Advanced General Aviation Transport Experiment (AGATE)
(Tomblin et al., 2002; CHH-17), Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3

Material Properties of T700/2510 Plain Weave Fabric.

Property
Density, kg/m3
Longitudinal Elastic Modulus, GPa
Transverse Elastic Modulus, GPa
In Plane Shear Modulus, GPa
In Plane Poisson Ratio
Axial Tensile Failure Strain
Axial Compressive Failure Strain
Transverse Tensile Failure Strain
Transverse Compressive Failure Strain
In Plain Shear Failure Strain
Axial Tensile Stress at Failure, MPa
Axial Compressive Stress at Failure, MPa
Transverse Tensile Stress at Failure, MPa
Transverse Compressive Stress at Failure, MPa
In Plane Shear Stress at Failure, MPa

Symbol

LS-DYNA
Parameter

Experimental
Value

ρ
E11
E22
G12
ν12
εT11
εC11
εT22
εC22
γ12
σT11
σC11
σT22
σC22
τC12

RO
EA
EB
GAB
PRBA
E11T
E11C
E22T
E22C
GMS
XT
XC
YT
YC
SC

1510
55.9
54.4
4.12
0.043
0.01636
0.01290
0.01415
0.01415
0.03470
910
710
772
703
131

After matching the simulation results of the crash tube with the experimental data,
modeling parameters were transferred to the CFRP crash tube simulation. Modeling
parameters include material model criteria, time step, contact parameters, and FE
constraints. Material model criteria are those that cannot be measured by test or do not
have any physical meaning.
3.4.2

Modeling and simulation of sample crash tube
Deleo et al., (2009) conducted several impact tests on tubes and structures with

different cross sections made of T700 Plain Weave Fabric. One of the test specimens was
a square tube. The length, width and the thickness of this crash tube are 104 mm, 58.42
mm, and 1.85 mm, respectively. The layup was considered as [0/90]4s, which yields an
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average cured laminate thickness of 1.85 mm. This tube was tested under quasi-static
loading, Figure 3.19a.

Figure 3.19

Crash tube made of T700/2510 Plain Weave Fabric under compressive
loading.

(a) Actual test specimen obtained from Deleo et al., (2009), (b) FE model.
Based on the geometric information and the single-layer shell modeling
technique, the FE model of the square tube was generated in LS-DYNA by using 7,680
quadrilateral shell (Belytschko-Tsay) elements with the element size set equal to the wall
thickness at 1.85 mm. Moreover, one row of the elements in the crashfront was treated as
the trigger mechanism with its thickness reduced to 0.1 mm. This enforces a region with
high stress concentration in the front edge of the tube, resulting in failure initiation in the
front of the tube as observed in the physical test.
Automatic_Nodes_To_Surface was used to handle the contact between the
composite part and the impactor, and Automatic_Single_Surface was used to prevent
self-penetration for tube. To model progressive failure, MAT054 was used as the material
model. Through trial and error, all the modeling parameters were determined so that the
simulation results came close to the experimental data. Figure 3.20 compares the force78

displacement curve for test and simulation. The simulation showed a good level of
stability and accuracy.

Figure 3.20

Comparison of simulation and experimental results for the CFRP square
tube (Test data obtained from Ref.?).

Test data obtained from Deleo et al., (2009)
3.4.3

Steel S-rail
The FE model of a steel S-rail, provided by MMC, was prepared to set up crash

simulations under different impact speeds with a rigid body as the impactor. The
impactor was modeled by 4,845 solid elements for total mass of 9 kg, whereas the FE
model of the S-rail consisted of 8,160 quadrilateral shell elements based on BelytschkoTsay element formulation. The S-rail consists of two hat sections that are joined together
using 38 spotweld elements as shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21

FE model of the steel S-rail.

The material model for the S-rail is Piecewise Linear Plasticity (MAT024) and
Spotweld (MAT100) is used for the spotwelds. As steel is a rate sensitive material, the
strain rate parameters are needed for definition of MAT024. Strain rate can be fed into
the material model by using the stress-strain curves provided by MMC as shown in
Figure 3.21. By using those curves, only principal information such as density, Young’s
modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are needed to implement the material model.

Figure 3.22

Stress-strain curves at different strain rates.
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To model the contact between the impactor and the S-rail,
Automatic_Nodes_To_Surface is used, and the Automatic_Single_Surface contact
algorithm is also defined to prevent node penetration. The simulations were conducted
for the initial impactor speeds ranging from 10.0 km/h to 80.0 km/h at 5.0 km/h
increments.
3.4.4

CFRP S-rail
The same geometry as the steel S-rail in Figure 3.21 was used to generate an FE

model of the CFRP S-rail with 23,258 elements by using the single-layer shell modeling
technique. The layup pattern of [0/90/45/-45/(0/90)2]S was found to yield the lightest
design for the CFRP S-rail to exhibit a performance similar to that of the steel S-rail.
Unlike the steel S-rail where the two halves are spot welded together along the flange
sections, in the CFRP rail, the flanges are perfectly bonded together via node
equivalencing technique in the FE model.
3.4.5

Results and discussion
Figure 3.23 shows the plots of mean crush force, max crush force, crush distance,

and SEA versus impact speed for the steel and CFRP S-rails. Generally, designers look
for crash rails that show less crush distance, higher SEA, lower max crash force, and
higher mean crash force. In addition to crashworthiness, structural mass is also important.
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Figure 3.23

Comparison of crashworthiness performance of the CFRP and steel S-rails
for different impact speeds.

(a) Mean crash force, (b) Max crash force, (c) Crush distance, and (d) Specific energy
absorption (SEA).
The graph in Figure 3.23a shows that the mean crush force for both the steel and
CFRP S-rails begins to increase after the initial impactor speed of 10 km/h to its
maximum value at 30 km/h. Beyond 30 km/h, the two graphs show different trends;
while the mean crush force for steel continues to decrease, the one for CFRP begins to
increase following a drop to its lowest value at 40 km/h. The progressive collapse in the
steel rail is responsible for the smooth trend while the complex failure mechanism and
material model is principally responsible for the jumping behavior in the CFRP graph.
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Because of strain rate sensitivity, Figure 3.23b shows that the max crash force
steadily increases for the steel S-rail to its highest value at 80 km/h. For the CFRP S-rail,
the initial increase is followed by a distinct drop at 35 km/h, and again an increase to its
highest value at 55 km/h before dropping back to its lowest value at 80 km/h. With the
exception of one speed (30 km/h), the max crash force in the CFRP S-rail is always lower
than that in the steel S-rail. This is crucial because the max crash force is directly related
to the peak acceleration that is an important consideration in crashworthiness.
The trends for the crush distance in Figure 3.23c are roughly the same for the two
S-rails up to an initial speed of 60 km/h. Beyond that, the two graphs begin to diverge
from each other. Obviously, the capacity of the steel to undergo large plastic deformation
at high strain rates is responsible for this behavior. Although both S-rails reach their
maximum crush length at 80 km/h, the max value for the CFRP is approximately 44%
less than that for the steel S-rail.
The last graph in Figure 3.23d clearly shows that CFRP S-rail has a much greater
capacity for energy absorption than the steel rail. This is in part because the CFRP S-rail
has a mass of 0.68 kg compared to 1.56 kg for the steel S-rail. At 80 km/h impact speed,
the SEA of the CFRP is approximately 54% more than that of the steel S-rail. Figure 3.24
compares the energy absorption (in other words, crash force versus crush distance) of the
steel and CFRP S-rail at impact velocity of 70 km/h; moreover, the final deformation
modes of the steel and CFRP S-rails at this impact velocity are shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.24

Comparison of energy absorption for CFRP and steel S-rails at speed of 70
km/h.

Figure 3.25

Typical deformation modes of S-rails under impact.

(a) Steel S-rail (b) CFRP S-rail.
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CHAPTER IV
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF CAR BODY STRUCTURES

In this chapter, different design problems are used to demonstrate the application
of simulation-based design optimization approach to vehicle structures under multiple
design criteria such as crashworthiness and rigidity. Moreover, the application of
magnesium alloy in car body structure is demonstrated and discussed.
4.1

Simulation-based design optimization of vehicle structure under vibration
and static stiffness constraints
Handling quality of a car is directly affected by its suspension system, which is

influenced by small elastic deformations relative to the vehicle center of mass as well as
car body stiffness (Malen, 2011, p.16). The driver’s perception of the vehicle is improved
if the vehicle has a “solid” road feel in absence of common low frequency problems like
seat shake and steering column shake (Bedi et al., 1996). Generally, perceptions of
solidness and NVH performance are related to the stiffness of the car body structure
(Malen, 2011, p.168). In the conceptual design stage, car body structure must be
evaluated for many requirements such as strength, stiffness, and reliability of the frame
structure. Usually, increasing the structural stiffness of a car requires increasing the
number of spotwelds and adding material to the structure (Leiva, 2011). In addition,
changing thickness of certain parts (sizing) controls the stiffness of the car body structure.
Obviously, increasing the number of spotwelds increases the manufacturing cost, and the
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weight of the car body structure grows by increasing thickness of the parts. Survey of
literature shows that structural design optimization is an effective tool to manage the
manufacturing cost and to reduce the car weight while meeting the design requirements
on performance and durability (Fenyes, 1992; Yamanaka et al. 2000; Yildiz et al. 2004;
Laxman and Mohan, 2007; Duddeck, 2007; Rais-Rohani et al. 2010; Mundo et al. 2010;
Leiva, 2011; Craig et al. 2002; Azadi et al. 2009; Grujicic, 2009).
By using the developed BIW model of the 1996 Dodge Neon, two different
optimization problems are considered. In the first problem, the car body mass is
minimized subject to frequency constraints, whereas in the second problem, static
stiffness metrics are also included as design constraints.
4.1.1

Design optimization problems
Problem 1: The single-objective constrained nonlinear optimization problem is

formulated as
Min
s.t
where

f (x)
1

Baseline
1, 2 , 3

g (x)

 g1 ( x )1, 2,3  0

(4.1)

0.5 x iBaseline  x i  1.5 x iBaseline (i  1,2,3,...,13)

f(x) is the weight of the selected parts, g1(x)1, g1(x)2, and g1(x)3 are the first three
natural frequencies of the BIW structure, which are constrained to be no less than those
of the baseline model.
The design variables represent the thicknesses of twenty parts as identified in
Figure 2.9. Due to symmetry, only thirteen design variables are used. Side constraints are
imposed on the design variables to limit their change to ±50% of the corresponding
baseline values. The total mass of the selected parts is 93.47 kg compared to 233.55 kg
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for the whole BIW. These parts constitute 7% of the total mass of the vehicle and 40% of
the BIW weight.
Problem 2: The next optimization problem under both vibration and static
stiffness design criteria is formulated as
M in
s.t

f (x)
1

Baseline
1, 2 , 3

g (x)
2

Baseline
1, 2 , 3, 4

g (x)
where

0.5 x

 g1 ( x )1, 2,3  0

Baseline
i

(4.2)

2

 g ( x )1, 2,3, 4  0

 x i  1.5 x iBaseline (i  1,2,3,...,13)

f(x) is the weight of the selected parts, g1(x)1, g1(x)2, and g1(x)3 are the constraints
on the natural frequencies, whereas g2(x)1, g2(x)2, g2(x)3, and g2(x)4 are the constraints on
bending, torsion, lateral, and longitudinal stiffness, respectively.
4.1.1.1

Response approximation using surrogate models
The direct coupling of structural simulation and numerical optimization may be

computationally intractable and hampered by the non-smooth (noisy) behavior of the
structural responses or their abrupt changes such as mode switching in the case of
vibration analysis. Therefore, response approximations or surrogate models are used in
lieu of high fidelity simulations in solution of the optimization problems. The
computational burden is considerably reduced when the objective and constraint
functions are described by approximate analytical functions (i.e., surrogate models) in the
search for the optimum design (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et al., 2001; Simpson et al.,
2001; Kurtaran et al., 2002; Fang et al., 2004; Fang et al., 2005; Fang and Wang, 2007;
Liao et al., 2008; Shi and Rasheed, 2008; Parrish et al., 2012).
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A surrogate model provides an approximate value for the true response function at
any point in the design space. Polynomial Response Surface (PRS), Kriging (KG),
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), and RBF are some of the techniques
commonly used for surrogate modeling. Recent efforts in response approximation have
also included the development of optimized ensemble of surrogate models (Acar and
Rais-Rohani, 2008) and its application to vehicle design optimization under multiple
crash scenarios (Acar and Solanki, 2009). Some models such as KG and RBF have tuning
parameters that could be adjusted to reduce the approximation error. Given the prior
experience with RBF and its ability for accurate representation of nonlinear responses,
this technique is used here for approximating the response functions in the optimization
problem. The unknown coefficients of a surrogate model are found using the least
squares technique based on the exact function values at the selected design (training)
points. These training points can be determined from various design of experiments
(DoE) techniques such as Monte Carlo Sampling, Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS),
Central Composite Design, Taguchi Orthogonal Array, or Hammersley sequence
sampling technique (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 1997).
Using LHS (Stein, 1987), 46 random design points are selected within the bounds
of the design variables. Each design point represents different thickness value for each of
the selected parts. Separate vibration and static finite element analyses are performed at
each design point to extract the vibration and static stiffness responses. All design cases
and their associated responses are used to construct the DoE for each optimization case
with an example shown in Appendix 1.
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As the structure is to be optimized under vibration frequency constraints
associated with specific modes, it is important to keep track of the mode shapes during
the DoE and surrogate modeling process; therefore, Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC)
analysis is used to ensure that all the natural frequencies are correctly associated with the
desired modes. The MAC value for each case is extracted as (Allemang, 2003)
MAC
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(4.3)

where ΨB and ΨBT define the mode shape vector and its transpose for the baseline model,
whereas Ψi and ΨiT are the mode shape vectors for each DoE design point and the
corresponding transpose, respectively.
Equation (4.3) generates a series of scalar values between zero and one which
represents the correlation between the two mode shapes. A MAC value near 1 indicates a
high degree of correlation between two mode shapes. This procedure indicated that the
torsion and bending modes were switched in a few design cases. Table 4.2Figure
4.2Figure 4.1a shows MAC analysis for one design case with the mode shapes correlating
well with those of the baseline design while Figure 4.2Figure 4.1b shows the case where
the first eigenfrequency needs to be replaced by the second eigenfrequency.
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Figure 4.1

Typical MAC output.

(a) Mode shapes are consistent with the baseline design, (b) mode shapes are inconsistent
and rearrangement between mode shapes 7 and 8 is needed.
Radial basis functions (RBF) have been used to approximate functions of
scattered multivariate data. This method uses linear combinations of radially symmetric
function based on Euclidean distance or other such metric to approximate response
functions. RBF approximations have been shown to produce good fits to arbitrary
contours of both deterministic and stochastic response functions (Powell, 1987).
Generally, an RBF can be expressed as
N

N

i 1

i 1

f ( x )   i x  x i    i ( x  x i )T ( x  x i )

(4.4)

where f(x) is surrogate model, λi is the unknown coefficient, N is the number of training
points, x is the input vector of normalized variables, xi is the observed input, ǁx-xiǁ is the
Euclidean norm or distance r from point x to the training point xi. Φ is the radially
symmetric basis function that can take on a number of forms. Typical RBF formulations
are listed below:
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(a) Choice 1(Thin PlateSpline) :

(r)  r 2 ln(c  r)

(b) Choice 2 (Gaussian) :

(r)  exp(c  r 2 )
(4.5)

(c) Choice 3 (Multiquadric) :

(r)  r 2  c2

(d) Choice 4 (Inverse Multiquadric) :

(r ) 

1
2

r  c2

The formulation of RBF in Equation (4.4) requires the normalization of the design
points in the range of 0 to 1. This is done by dividing each design variable by the
corresponding maximum value in the DoE table. The parameter c is a constant tuning
parameter in the range of zero to one. Error analysis typically relies on data at the test
points outside of the training set since RBF is an interpolation model that passes through
all the training points. The choice of RBF and the tuning parameter c are found by
investigating the average error at the test points. Table 4.1 shows the tuned parameters
and associated error for each response.
Table 4.1
Stiffness

Dynamic

Static

RBF parameters and error percentages.
Response
First Eigenvalue
Second Eigenvalue
Third Eigenvalue
Bending Stiffness
Torsion Stiffness
Lateral Stiffness
Longitudinal Stiffness

RBF
Choice
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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c
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

Number of
Test Points
5
6
7
6
7
5
7

Error%
1.02
0.84
0.66
0.90
0.73
1.99
2.50

4.1.1.2

Optimization results based on vibration criteria
The VisualDOC optimization software (http://vrand.com/) was used to solve the

optimization problem in Equation (4.1). A VisualScript was developed to facilitate
communication between the files containing the surrogate models and VisualDOC.
Today, several techniques are available to solve the structural optimization problems
(Yildiz, 2013). Here, Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) technique of VisualDOC
was employed to obtain the optimum design point. As a local optimizer, the optimum
point obtained through SQP depends on the initial design point. The optimization
problem, Equation (4.2), was solved using different randomly selected initial design
points and the best results obtained are shown in Table 4.2. The first optimization
problem took 17 iterations to reach the optimum design point. The numerical
optimization reduced mass from the baseline value of 93.47 kg to 83.89 kg (~10.3%).
Table 4.2 compares the constrained responses of the baseline model with those at the
point of optimum. Moreover, the simulation results at the point of optimum are included
for comparison with the surrogate-based responses. The average error between surrogate
and simulation responses is 0.89%, which indicates the RBF has successfully
approximated the vibration responses in this problem.
Table 4.2

Comparison of responses obtained by simulation and surrogate models.

Frq1 (Hz)

Simulation
Baseline
35.39

Surrogate
Optimum
36.06

Simulation
Optimum
35.41

Relative
Error (%)
1.80

Frq2 (Hz)

36.23

36.56

36.69

-0.35

Frq3 (Hz)

38.37

38.76

38.57

0.49

Mass (kg)

93.47

83.89

83.89

Response
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The static stiffness responses of the optimum design are found by FE simulation
as shown in Table 4.3. The results show that the static stiffness has actually reduced in
three out of four cases after optimizing solely under vibration requirements.
Table 4.3

Comparison of stiffness attributes between the baseline model and the
optimized structure under vibration criteria.

Baseline Design
Optimum Design
Change in Attribute %

4.1.1.3

Bending
(N/mm)
6677.90
6778.63
1.51

Torsion
(N.mm/degree)
11199.90
10251.50
-8.47

Lateral
(N/mm)
5711.87
5356.39
-6.22

Longitudinal
(N/mm)
8772.83
6140.35
-30.01

Optimization results based on vibration and static stiffness criteria
As in the previous example, SQP technique was used with several initial design

points to extend the local search to multiple regions of the design space. For example, the
optimum point found in the previous example was also used as one of the initial design
points. The surrogate-based optimization results are presented in Table 4.4 and compared
with the structural responses obtained by simulation at the baseline design as well as the
point of optimum. The second optimization problem took 31 iterations to reach the
optimum design point.
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Table 4.4
Stiffness
Dynamic

Static

Comparison of responses obtained by simulation and surrogate models.

Frq1 (Hz)

Simulation
Baseline
35.39

Surrogate
Optimum
35.80

Simulation
Optimum
35.45

Relative
Error (%)
0.99

Frq2 (Hz)

36.23

36.56

36.56

0.00

Frq3 (Hz)

38.37

38.76

38.78

-0.05

6677.90

6723.04

6689.95

0.49

11199.90

11241.68

11212.80

0.26

5711.87

5765.28

5732.76

0.57

8772.83

8860.56

8784.78

0.86

93.47

88.83

88.83

Response

Bending Stiffness (N/mm)
Torsion Stiffness
(N.mm/degree)
Lateral Stiffness (N/mm)
Longitudinal Stiffness
(N/mm)
Mass (kg)

As Table 4.4 shows, the average error between surrogate-based and simulation
responses is about 0.46% indicating a good level of accuracy. Furthermore, the mass of
the selected parts are reduced by ~5% whereas all the car attributes are improved. Figure
4.2 shows the variation of the thicknesses of the selected parts in the baseline as well as
the optimized structure under vibration alone and under both vibration and static stiffness
requirements. Table 4.5 shows the detail information about variation of the thickness of
the selected parts. These results show the point of optimum is completely different for the
two example problems highlighting the importance of considering both vibration and
static stiffness as separate constraints in car body structure optimization.
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Figure 4.2

Table 4.5

Design
variable

Variation of normalized optimum values of design variables under
vibration with and without static stiffness requirements.

Comparison of thickness of selected car components for different design
cases.
Car component

Lower
Baseline
bound, mm value, mm

Optimized
Upper
Optimized under under vibration
bound,
vibration, mm
and static
mm
stiffness, mm
2.417
2.210
1.574

1

A-Pillar

0.806

1.611

2

Firewall

0.368

0.735

1.103

0.740

0.941

3

Front Floor Panel

0.353

0.705

1.058

0.412

0.586

4

Rear Cabin Floor

0.353

0.706

1.059

0.353

0.622

5

Outer Cabin

0.416

0.829

1.244

0.969

0.790

6

Cabin Seat Reinf.

0.341

0.682

1.023

1.023

0.590

7

Cabin Mid Rail

0.525

1.05

1.575

1.104

1.575

8

Shotgun

0.762

1.524

2.286

2.286

1.483

9

Inner Side Rail

0.948

1.895

2.843

0.948

1.666

10

Outer Side Rail

0.761

1.522

2.283

0.761

1.945

11

Side Rail Exten.

0.948

1.895

2.843

1.639

2.464

12

Rear Plate

0.355

0.71

1.065

1.065

0.355

13

Roof

0.351

0.702

1.053

0.383

0.351
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4.1.2

Discussion
Figure 4.3 compares the simulation results of the optimization problems 1 and 2

with the normalized baseline. It shows that the optimized structure under both vibration
and static stiffness not only reduces the weight but also improves the selected
performance attributes of the car. Furthermore, the optimized structure under vibration
criteria is different from the structure optimized under both vibration and stiffness
requirements. The MAC analysis and simulation also proved the consistency between the
vibration modes and frequencies in the design points for both problems. This good level
of accuracy demonstrates that RBF can be adopted in approximating the vibration and
stiffness response for the car body structure.

Figure 4.3

Comparison of responses for different optimium design cases.

The red dotted box in Figure 4.3 is used to highlight the difference between the two
optimum designs. It is clear that the vehicle model optimized based on vibration
frequencies alone will not match the static stiffness characteristics of the baseline model.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider both vibration and static stiffness for a more
thorough assessment of the overall structural rigidity.
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4.2

Simulation-based design optimization of car body structure under multiple
crash and vibration design criteria
The design problem considered is aimed at reducing the overall mass of the

vehicle by focusing on a group of structural components that are influential in both
energy absorption and vehicle stiffness. Through a preliminary analysis, twenty-two
components were selected as highlighted earlier in Figure 2.6. These components have a
combined mass of 105.25 kg for 8% of the crash-model mass at 1,333 kg and
approximately 45% of the vibration-model mass at 233 kg. Due to the vehicle model
symmetry, the twenty-two components are represented by fifteen wall-thickness design
variables denoted by x1 through x15 in Figure 2.6.
The curves in Figure 2.7 show the amount of energy absorbed by the baseline
design as a whole as well as the selected components combined during FFI, OFI, and SI
scenarios. The twenty-two components contribute to 42%, 27%, and 36% of the total
energy absorbed in FFI, OFI, and SI, respectively.
For a more comprehensive design optimization problem, one could introduce
additional members and expand the design space search to include both shape and sizing
variables. In this research, the scope was limited to sizing optimization focused on a
subset of components that show considerable influence on both the crash and vibration
characteristics of the vehicle.
The design optimization problem is formulated as

min
s.t.

f (x)
g i ( x )  R i ( x )  R ib  0 ;

i  1,8

g i ( x )  R ib  R i ( x )  0 ;

i  9,14

0.5x bj  x j  1.5 x bj ;

j  1,15
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(4.6)

where the objective function, f(x) represents the total mass of the selected components
shown in Figure 2.6. In the first group of design constraints, Ri, i =1,8 represent toeboard
and dashboard intrusion for FFI and OFI, door intrusion for SI along with acceleration at
upper B-Pillar in all three scenarios; all of these responses are required to be no greater
than the corresponding values in the baseline model denoted by Rib, i =1,8. In the second
group, Ri, i = 9,11 represent the internal energy (Int_eng) absorbed by the twenty-two
components combined in the three crash scenarios whereas Ri, i = 12,14 represent the
three selected natural frequencies (Frq1 – Frq3) of the vibration model, with all required
to be no less than the corresponding values in the baseline model. The design space is
defined by fifteen design variables that represent the wall thicknesses of the components
shown in Figure 2.6, with each bounded to within ±50% of the respective baseline value.
4.2.1

Response approximation
One full-vehicle FFI, OFI, and SI crash simulation takes about 3, 8, and 5 hours

on a high performance computer with four 6-core Intel X5660 processors and 48GB total
RAM.
As in the case of example problems discussed previously in Section 4.1, RBFbased surrogate models are used for response approximations. Several arbitrary test
points are used to estimate the approximation error. LHS is used to generate 46 training
points, where FE models (both crash and vibration) are analyzed to extract the responses
of interest. Table 4.6 shows the choice of RBF, the value of the tuning parameter used for
each response, and the corresponding error.
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Table 4.6

FFI

SI

OFI

Vib

RBF choice, tuning parameter and average error for each selected response.
Response

RBF
Choice

Tuning
parameter c

Number of
test points

Average error
%

Toe_int
Dash_int
Acc
Int_ent
Door int
Acc
Int_eng
Toe_int
Dash_int
Acc
Int_eng
Frq1
Frq2
Frq3

1
2
1
1
2
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
1

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.001

8
5
8
8
4
3
3
5
12
8
2
3
3
7

11.1
7.3
8.8
1.4
4.9
6.8
4.6
17.9
9.0
13.9
2.9
5.7
5.5
0.8

The first twelve vibration modes were considered for the MAC calculations with
the goal of correctly identifying the first three flexible modes with the associated
frequencies treated as design constraints. The MAC values comparing the baseline and a
perturbed design model can also be displayed graphically as shown in Figure 4.4. A few
cases were found where the modes in a perturbed model did not match those in the
baseline model. For example, Figure 4.4(a) shows a perfect match whereas Figure 4.4(b)
shows that mode 7 (first rigid-body mode) of the perturbed model matches mode 8
(second flexible mode) of the baseline model and vice versa. By ensuring that the
vibration modes of each design point are correctly identified, more accurate surrogate
models of the natural frequencies can be generated.
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Figure 4.4

Typical MAC analysis output.

(a) All modes of the perturbed model are consistent with the baseline design, (b) modes 7
and 8 of the perturbed model are inconsistent with those in the baseline.
4.2.2

Results and discussion
With the response surrogate models developed, the optimization problem in

Equation (4.6) was solved using SQP in the VisualDOC optimization software. Given the
gradient-based search approach in SQP and the non-convex nature of the combined
crash-vibration vehicle optimization problem, the problem in Equation (4.6) was solved
using fifteen randomly selected initial design points with the best result corresponding to
the optimum design defined in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7
Design
variable

Design variable bounds and optimum values.
Component

Lower
bound, mm

Baseline,
mm

Upper
bound, mm

Optimum,
mm

1

A-Pillar

0.806

1.611

2.417

1.471

2

Front bumper

0.978

1.956

2.934

2.169

3

Firewall

0.368

0.735

1.103

0.913

4

Front floor panel

0.353

0.705

1.058

0.560

5

Rear cabin floor

0.353

0.706

1.059

0.387

6

0.415

0.829

1.244

0.897

0.341

0.682

1.023

1.009

8

Outer cabin
Cabin seat
reinforcement
Cabin mid rail

0.525

1.050

1.575

1.287

9

Shotgun

0.762

1.524

2.286

1.670

10

Inner side rail

0.948

1.895

2.843

1.694

11

Outer side rail

0.761

1.522

2.283

1.654

12

Side rail extension

0.948

1.895

2.843

1.952

13

Rear plate

0.355

0.710

1.065

0.668

14
15

Roof
Suspension frame

0.351
1.303

0.702
2.606

1.053
3.909

0.815
1.923

7

The objective function history plot shown in Figure 4.5 indicates sixteen iterations
for finding the optimum design point based on one of the arbitrarily selected initial
designs. A complete iteration refers to solution of the direction finding quadratic subproblem and step size associated with SQP. The optimization took a total of 163 analysis
calls. Figure 4.5 shows an optimum mass of 101.49 kg for the twenty-two selected
components in comparison to the baseline mass of 105.25 kg for a reduction of
approximately 3.6%.
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Figure 4.5

Variation of the objective function in the iterative solution process.

Using the optimum design variable values in Table 4.7, separate FE-based crash
and vibration analyses were performed with the results shown in Table 4.8 under
“Simulation optimum”. The exact results are compared to those predicted from the
surrogate models. The average error is found to be 2.75% over the range of 0.07% for the
mode 1 frequency and 15.74% for the dashboard intrusion distance in OFI.
Table 4.8

FFI

OFI

SI

Vib

Comparison between surrogate model and simulation results at the optimum
point.

Response
Toe_Int, mm
Dash_Int, mm
Acc, g’s
Int_eng, kJ
Door_Int, mm
Acc, g’s
Int_eng, kJ
Toe_Int, mm
Dash_Int, mm
Acc, g’s
Int_eng, kJ
Frq1, Hz
Frq2, Hz
Frq3, Hz
Average error

Surrogate optimum
156.86
121.64
61.12
62.94
313.75
47.62
23.81
246.95
237.98
35.01
41.18
35.41
36.26
38.44
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Simulation optimum
160.29
118.30
59.12
62.35
311.09
47.71
23.51
229.29
200.52
33.91
41.46
35.39
36.23
38.37

Relative Error (%)
-2.18
2.75
3.27
0.94
0.85
-0.19
1.26
7.15
15.74
3.13
-0.68
0.07
0.08
0.17
2.75

Table 4.9 and Figure 4.6 compare the baseline vehicle responses with those of the
optimum design under combined crash and vibration constraints as well as those under
crashworthiness requirements alone (Parrish et al., 2012). To have a balanced
comparison, the response values shown are those obtained directly from the FE
simulations in order to eliminate the error associated with the surrogate modeling. The
percent differences in the current optimum design relative to the baseline model are also
shown in Table 4.9 .
Table 4.9 shows that the optimum design based on crashworthiness requirements
alone reduces the overall vehicle stiffness as indicated by the frequency reduction of
6.4% in the first mode, 5.7% in second mode, and 3.9% in third mode. Frequencies of the
current optimized design are the same as those in the baseline design. The surrogate
model underestimation of 2.18% in the FFI_Toe_int response in Table 4.8 is the reason
for the simulation-based response of the optimum design to be about 2% higher than that
of the baseline model in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9

Comparison of the baseline model responses with those of two different
optimum designs.
Response

FFI

SI

OFI

Vib

a

Baseline

Referencea

Current results

Difference (%)

Toe_Int, mm

157.07

169.64

160.29

2.05

Dash_Int, mm

122.06

108.45

118.30

-3.08

Acc, g’s

63.51

69.84

59.12

-6.91

Int_eng, kJ

62.31

66.08

62.35

0.06

Door_Int, mm

313.93

333.45

311.09

-0.90

Acc, g’s

47.88

44.02

47.71

-0.36

Int_eng, kJ

22.37

22.83

23.51

5.10

Toe_Int, mm

273.48

269.36

229.29

-16.16

Dash_Int, mm

246.94

233.22

200.52

-18.80

Acc, g’s

35.02

38.08

33.91

-3.17

Int_eng, kJ

39.42

40.58

41.46

5.17

Frq1, Hz

35.39

33.14

35.39

0.00

Frq2, Hz

36.23

34.15

36.23

0.00

Frq3, Hz
Mass

38.37
105.25

36.87
88

38.37
101.49

0.00
-3.60

Parrish et al., 2012.

Figure 4.6

Response comparison between different optimum design cases and the
normalized baseline.

In Figure 4.6, the responses are normalized relative to the corresponding baseline
values. For intrusion distance and acceleration responses, the optimum values should be
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less or equal to the baseline whereas for internal energy and frequency responses, the
optimum values should be equal or greater than the baseline values. Other than a slight
error in the case of FFI_Toe_int response, the current results are the same or better than
the baseline model. The important point to note is that when the vehicle is designed based
on crash criteria alone, the vibration frequencies at the point of optimum are worse than
those of the baseline model. Also, the amount of mass savings is reduced when the
structure is designed for both crash and vibration criteria.
Figure 4.7 shows the normalized design variable values in the baseline model
along with those associated with the crash-vibration vehicle optimum (current results)
and crashworthiness optimum in (Parrish et al., 2012). Out of fifteen design variables in
the crash-vibration vehicle optimum, nine have increased and six have decreased relative
to the respective baseline values with design variable 5 reaching its lower bound.

Figure 4.7

Normalized values of design variables in the optimum designs relative to
the baseline model.
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The general assessment of the results found in this study is that the crash and
vibration responses are in competition. Vehicle components have to change thickness in
such a way that both criteria are satisfied while weight is minimized. This is evident by
the significant difference in optimized mass of the designs using crashworthiness and
vibration, 101.49 kg, and crashworthiness alone, 88 kg. Adding vibration considerations
to the optimization problem produced a design with less weight reduction but without
sacrificing structural rigidity.
The results show that the combination of crash and vibration constraints puts a
more stringent requirement on the vehicle structural design than crash alone. However, it
was still possible to optimize the twenty-components of the vehicle model for a 3.76 kg
weight savings or approximately 3.6%. The weight reduction was attributed to a
combination of decreased and increased wall thickness in different components. The
optimal thickness distribution under multiple crash and vibration constraints was
considerably different from that under crash alone. The MAC analysis was used during
the surrogate modeling stage to ensure that the vibration frequencies obtained at each
training point were correctly associated with the corresponding mode. This was an
important step in establishing an accurate surrogate model that could be used for
estimating the natural frequency of the vibration model at different points in the design
space.
4.3

Simulation-based optimization of car body structures with magnesium alloy
components
The lightweight materials considered by the automotive industry include

aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, and polymer composites. According to Dieringa and
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Kainer (2007), magnesium is a frontrunner material for the automotive applications. A
magnesium car body can be 60% lighter than the comparable steel and 20% lighter than
the aluminum design for the same level of stiffness (Porro, 1998).
Among the studies found in the literature on the application of magnesium in car
body structures, Parrish et al. (2012) replaced 22 steel parts in the 1996 Dodge Neon
model with magnesium (AZ31) and optimized the structural system for crashworthiness
and minimum mass resulting in 54.5 kg (51.8%) mass reduction as compared to the
baseline design model. Logan et al. (2006) show that a magnesium car body structure can
not only be more than 40% lighter than a conventional steel structure but it also
significantly improves the structural performance.
In this section, crashworthiness and vibration design criteria are applied to design
optimization of full-scale 1996 Dodge Neon vehicle FE model, Figure 2.1. A set of 22
steel parts is selected because of their influence on crashworthiness properties and
stiffness, Figure 2.6, and replaced by magnesium alloy AZ31 to demonstrate the effect of
material replacement in automotive weight reduction.
It has been shown experimentally (Chen and Huang, 2003) that AZ31 alloy has
high yield strength but low elongation at room temperature. However, its poor
formability and anisotropic behavior at room temperature are improved at elevated
temperatures. Moreover, the difference in anisotropic deformation is responsible for
magnesium alloys having different failure points in tension and compression coupon
tests.
The stress-strain relationship of AZ31 was modeled using MAT124 in LS-DYNA
(Wagner et al., 2010). This model can accommodate different tensile and compressive
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behaviors with the help of piecewise linear isotropic hardening. The stress-strain behavior
of magnesium is highly sensitive to material anisotropy and strain rate (Hill, 19948;
Wagner et al., 2010). The material anisotropy and its effect were neglected in defining
the properties of MAT124 model. Since magnesium alloys are strain rate sensitive, the
effects of strain rate in MAT124 is modeled with Cowper-Symonds, Equation (3.9). The
P and c parameters for AZ31 are taken as 3.09 and 24,124, respectively (Najafi and RaisRohani 2011).
Experimental data were used to define the stress-strain curves of AZ31 under
tension and due to unavailability of compression data, the ratio of stress-strain curves of
AM30 magnesium alloy under compression and tension were multiplied by the tension
data of AZ31 to estimate the compression data of AZ31 (Parrish et al., 2012). The
material failure can be determined by the failure strain limit which is the same for both
tension and compression but the material considered in this study had a higher tensile
than compressive failure strain. To eliminate this difference, a material softening
procedure was applied to the compression curve.
A structural optimization problem is set up for mass minimization of the selected
parts with the crashworthiness responses associated with the three crash scenarios (FFI,
OFI, and SI) and the vibration responses treated as the design constraints. The wall
thicknesses of the 22 selected parts are defined by 15 design variables as a result of
symmetry. Internal energy absorption of the parts, intrusion distance of toeboard and
dashboard are selected as the crashworthiness responses and the first three fundamental
frequencies are the responses obtained from the vibration analysis. These responses are
treated as design constraints in the optimization problem.
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As the baseline design, the single objective (SO) optimum design obtained by
Parrish et al., (2012) was selected. The mass minimization problem is formulated as

min
s.t.

f (x)
g i ( x )  R i ( x )  R ib  0 ;

i  1,8

g i ( x )  R ib  R i ( x )  0 ;

i  9,14

(4.10)

0.5 mm  x j  8.0 mm; j  1,15
where f(x) is the objective function defined as the total mass of the selected components;
g1 (x) through g8 (x) represent the constraints on intrusion distances at toeboard and
dashboard in FFI and OFI, intrusion distance of door for SI and acceleration of B-Pillar
in all three crash scenarios. These responses are required to be less than or equal to their
baseline values. The g9(x) through g14(x) are the internal energies of the selected parts in
all three crash scenarios and also the first three fundamental frequencies. These responses
are required to be greater than their baseline values as greater energy absorption
decreases occupant injury and greater eigenfrequencies provide better structural rigidity
and improve vibration characteristics of the vehicle. The design variables were allowed to
vary from 0.5 mm to 8.0 mm.
4.3.1

Results and discussion
LHS was used to generate 138 training points in the design space. Simulation

results at each point were used to formulate a surrogate model for each response based on
RBF, Section 4.1.1.1, Compared to the car body structure made of steel, the structure
made of steel and magnesium alloys exhibits more noisy responses.
The design optimization problem in Equation (4.10) was solved by using the
optimization toolbox in MATLAB [fmincon]. SQP was used as the optimization method
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with different initial design points. The optimization process took 76 iterations with 2,133
function calls. A single iteration in SQP method involves the calculation of a quadratic
sub problem, updated step size and search direction. The objective function history is
shown in Figure 4.8. The mass of the original 22 steel parts is 105.23 kg compared to
58.52 kg for magnesium alloy, indicating a reduction of 44.3%. Table 4.10 shows the
optimum wall thickness of the selected parts along with steel baseline and the optimum
design found by Parrish et al., (2012).

Figure 4.8

Change in objective function during the optimization process.
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Table 4.10

a

Design
variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Thickness of the parts in the baseline, Reference Design, and current
optimum design.
Component
A-Pillar
Front bumper
Firewall
Front floor panel
Rear cabin floor
Outer cabin
Cabin seat reinforcement
Cabin mid rail
Shotgun
Inner side rail
Outer side rail
Side rail extension
Rear plate
Roof
Suspension frame

Steel
Baseline, mm
1.611
1.956
0.735
0.705
0.706
0.829
0.682
1.050
1.524
1.895
1.522
1.895
0.710
0.702
2.606

Referencea
, mm
2.561
2.987
0.867
1.211
0.569
1.482
1.649
1.792
1.810
3.436
3.145
4.805
1.559
0.739
4.367

Current
Optimum, mm
2.004
5.639
1.742
2.341
0.519
3.323
2.653
1.353
3.393
3.696
3.276
2.765
2.075
1.711
4.52

Parrish et al., 2012
Table 4.11 compares the metamodel response predictions with those obtained

directly from the FE simulations. The average error for all the responses is 4.78%. In
addition, to compare the current design with that found by Parrish et al., (2012), the part
thicknesses have been normalized based on the steel baseline values and shown in Figure
4.9. The optimum responses predicted by the surrogate models were also checked for
accuracy by performing FE simulations of the surrogate-based optimum design.
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Table 4.11

FFI

SI

OFI

Vib

Surrogate model prediction error.

Response
Toe_Int, mm
Dash_Int, mm
Acc, g’s
Int_eng, kJ
Door_Int, mm
Acc, g’s
Int_eng, kJ
Toe_Int, mm
Dash_Int, mm
Acc, g’s
Int_eng, kJ
Frq1, Hz
Frq2, Hz
Frq3, Hz
Average error%

Figure 4.9

Surrogate
150.07
92.49
57.74
64.31
298.12
46.86
22.38
214.82
134.39
34.00
40.92
35.29
36.23
39.57

Simulation
152.33
85.94
58.25
63.27
296.71
47.35
21.82
175.28
154.42
37.28
40.85
36.02
38.33
39.21

Error (%)
-1.5
7.1
-0.9
1.6
0.5
-1.1
2.5
18.4
-14.9
-9.6
0.1
-2.8
-5.8
0.9
4.7

Normalized optimum part thicknesses for different design cases.

Table 4.12 compares the vehicle responses of the crash-vibration optimization
problem with those found by Parrish et al., 2012 based on crash responses alone. The last
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column in this table shows the percent change in the current optimum design with respect
to the baseline design.
Table 4.12

Comparison of optimum designs with the baseline design.

Response

FFI

SI

OFI

Vib

a

Steel Baseline

Referencea

Current Results

Improvement %

Toe_Int, mm

157.07

261

152.33

3.02

Dash_Int, mm

122.06

165

85.94

29.59

Acc, g’s

63.51

51

58.25

8.28

Int_eng, kJ

62.31

61

63.27

1.54

Door_Int, mm

313.93

423

296.71

5.49

Acc, g’s

47.88

40

47.35

1.11

Int_eng, kJ

22.37

21

21.82

-2.46

Toe_Int, mm

273.48

352

175.28

35.91

Dash_Int, mm

246.94

268

154.42

37.47

Acc, g’s

35.02

38

37.28

-6.45

Int_eng, kJ

39.42

39

40.85

3.63

Frq1, Hz

35.39

32.74

36.02

1.78

Frq2, Hz

36.23

33.33

38.33

5.80

Frq3, Hz

38.37

35.42

39.21

2.19

Mass, kg

105.25

37.2

58.52

44.40

Parrish et al., 2012
Table 4.12 shows that by replacing the steel parts with magnesium alloy (AZ31)

and optimizing the design, the overall structural performance has been improved as
compared to the baseline model. Significant reduction in all the intrusion distances means
that the current optimum design with magnesium parts is stiffer than the baseline design
even though the total weight of the selected parts has been reduced by 44.4%.
The results obtained indicate that material substitution coupled with design
optimization can lead to mass savings without compromising the crashworthiness
properties of the car body structure. The addition of vibration requirements in the
problem improved the structural rigidity without compromising the crashworthiness
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performance of the car. Substitution of magnesium alloy and design optimization resulted
in an overall mass saving of 46.7 kg or 44.3% compared to design with steel parts.
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CHAPTER V
COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF VEHICLE
STRUCTURES WITH COMPOSITE PARTS

Efforts to improve the fuel economy through vehicle lightweighting have
increased interest in the application of composite materials in auto body structures. In this
chapter, the energy absorption characteristics of car body structures made of CFRP
composite materials are evaluated using nonlinear transient dynamic finite element
simulations, and the results are used to develop a new design strategy for optimization of
composite vehicle structures for crashworthiness and lightweighting.
5.1

Composite materials for automotive applications
Polymer composite materials are generally made of two or more constituent

materials (e.g., fibers and matrix) for application to different products. Application of
composite materials in the automotive industry includes the following material and
manufacturing processes.
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM): RTM is a process of low-pressure liquid molding
to produce auto parts with low to medium volume. To produce the composite part, the
reinforcement fibers are placed in the cavity of the mold. After closing the mold with
placed fibers, resin is injected into the mold with pressure. Curing time for RTM parts
might be a few minutes up to hours depending on the resin type and temperature. Figure
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5.1 shows the application of RTM to produce the front section of Lotus Elise car with a
mass of less than 9 kg (Sills, 2008).
Long Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastic (LFRT): In this process, the composite
material is produced by either injection or compressing molding with fiber length of up to
12 mm. The fiber system can be made of glass, aramid, or carbon. As Figure 5.2 shows
that LFRT can be used for the frontend of the vehicle (VanAst, 2006).
Sheet Molding Compound (SMC): SMC is a thermoset precompounded sheetform prepreg of thermoset polyester resin and chopped glass fiber (25 or 50 mm in
length) that is processed by injection or compression molding (Kurcz et al., 2004).
Chopped glass fibers contain at least 25% of the SMC parts in automotive components.
The SMC parts are generally brittle and do not exhibit acceptable performance under
impact loading. The bumper beam of Mercury Tracer was made of SMC in 1987.
Glass Mat Thermoplastic (GMT): GMT is produced in sheet forms that are cut
into blanks and pre-heated prior to loading into cooled tools within vertical presses
(Davies, 2012, p. 94). The composite part is formed based on the cavity of the tool under
high pressure and temperature pressing. GMT parts are lighter than SMC and exhibit
better performance in crash. The most important advantage of GMT is lack of surface
finish, which facilitates the application of GMT to exterior or interior vehicle parts. Most
of the carmakers use GMT for spare wheel well (Eller, 2008). For example, the spare
wheel well for Mercedes Benz C-Class is made of GMT in 4.3 kg, Figure 5.3.
Direct Long Fiber Thermoplastic (DLFT): This manufacturing process provides a
class of composite materials by combining fiber reinforcement with the polymer resin
system which is processed in the molding machine. DLFT is very fast and cost effective
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for molded parts. Using this process enables carmakers to produce parts made of
composite injection molding with the length of the fiber (such as glass) up to 80 mm. The
DLFT process increases significantly the stiffness of the parts. DLFT has been used for
development of some interior parts, underbody closure panels, SUV liftgate panels, and
hood noise shield. Figure 5.4 shows the underbody shield made by Volkswagen AG for
use in VW Golf, Touran, AUDI A3, SKODA Octavia, Yeti, SEAT Leon, and Altea
(POLYTEC WORLD, 2010).
Continuous Fiber Reinforced Composite: This composite material is the newest
approach to replace steel structure with composite materials in the automotive industry. It
uses multiple layers of unidirectional tape or woven fabric, which are pre-impregnated
with the polymer matrix (referred to as the prepreg). Fiber and matrix material,
arrangement of the fibers in each layer, percentage of the matrix, and number of the
layers affect the properties of the composite materials. The matrix can be selected as
thermoset or thermoplastic (CFR-TP). Thermoplastic matrix does not require curing
while thermoset matrix does. Polyethylene, Polystyrene, and Ploytheretheketone (PEEK)
are common thermoplastic matrices, and typical thermoset matrices are Epoxy,
Polyimide, Polyester, and Phenolic. Carbon, Boron, Aramid, and glass are the wellknown fibers used for continuous fiber reinforced plastic. Among these composite
materials, Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) is studied in this research.
Replacement of steel by CFRP has been of interest to the automotive industry because it
has very high strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios. As discussed in Chapter
1, CFRP crush tubes are also very effective in energy absorption. Cost is the big obstacle
for application of continuous fiber reinforced plastics in cars. As the performance of these
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materials improves, the cost of manufacturing increases. Figure 5.5 shows the
relationship between cost and performance in composite materials (Emerson, 2013).

Figure 5.1

Application of RTM process to produce the frontend section of 2009 Lotus
Elise.

(Sills, 2008).

Figure 5.2

Application of LFRT in vehicles.

(a) Viano CDI front view, (b) frontend of Viano made of LFRT (VanAst, 2006).
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Figure 5.3

Application of GMT for the spare wheel well in Mercedes Benz C-Class.

(Image from BoronExtrication.com. Copyright 2013 FireEMSBlogs.com / PennWell
Corp).

Figure 5.4

Left and right sides of a typical underbody shield.

(POLYTEC WORLD, 2010).
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Figure 5.5

Comparison of the performance and price for different composite materials.

(Emerson, 2013).
5.2

Global-local design strategy for composite car body structures
Crash simulation of composite structures is challenging due to their complex

failure mechanisms. In the crash simulation of vehicle structures, which may include one
or more composite material parts, alteration of the geometry and stiffness of composite
parts or even of the modeling parameters could cause instability in the FE simulation.
Since design optimization involves repeated changes to the design in the search for the
optimum design, the application of simulation-based design optimization to car body
structures with composite parts would be very challenging. Adding to this complexity is
the presence of additional design parameters such the number of plies, ply angle, stacking
sequence, and fiber volume fraction for each composite part. Therefore, design
optimization and crash simulations of composite structures are the two challenges
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addressed with the help of a new design strategy as shown in Figure 5.6 and outlined
below.
In the first step, the baseline vehicle model (global model) with the original
material system (mostly metal) is optimized for the desired figure of merit (e.g.,
crashworthiness, weight, rigidity, etc.). In a typical sizing optimization, only the
thicknesses of selected components are altered similar to the problems discussed
previously in Chapter 4. In the next step, the subsystem of interest (with components to
be replaced by a composite counterpart) is separated from the rest of the vehicle and used
to setup a local model for analysis and optimization. FE simulations are performed on the
local model based on an appropriate loading condition (e.g., offset crash) to establish the
response characteristics that should be matched or improved by the structure with
composite components. The components with composite material properties are placed in
the local model and the design is optimized for minimum weight subject to the specific
set of design constraints. Finally, the metallic component/subsystem is replaced by its
optimum composite counterpart and full-vehicle simulations are performed to verify the
performance gains as a result of material substitution and global-local optimization
process. If the performance characteristics of the global model with optimum composite
parts are better than those of the baseline model, the solution process stops; otherwise, the
local model is optimized again and the process is repeated as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Optimize Baseline Vehicle (Global) Model
With Original Material System
Identify Target Parts
to be Changed to CFRP

Develop Local Model Consisting of Target
Parts and Other Necessary Components

Setup Appropriate Boundary/Initial Value
Problems to Find Structural Performance
Characteristics of Local Model

Design CFRP Parts in
Local Model

Stop
Yes

No

Does Full Vehicle With
CFRP Parts Meet
Performance
Requirements?

Analyze Performance Characteristics of
CFRP Design in Local Model

No

Perform Full-Vehicle Simulation
to Evaluate Performance Gains

Does CFRP Design Meet
Performance Constraints of
Local Model With Less
Weight?

Substitute CFRP Parts for
Original Ones in Global Model

Yes

Figure 5.6

5.3

Global-local design strategy for composite car body structures.

Application of global-local strategy for weight reduction of 1996 Dodge Neon
The design approach outlined in Figure 5.6 was applied to the 1996 Dodge Neon

crash model shown in Figure 2.1. The highlighted front rails shown in Figure 5.7 were to
be converted from steel to CFRP composite material made of T700/2510 plain weave
fabric and modeled using MAT054 material model in LS-DYNA.
Each steel rail consists of spot welded inner and outer parts with the original
thickness of 1.895 and 1.522 mm, respectively. Using the global-local optimization
procedure outlined in Figure 5.6, the full vehicle structure made of the materials in the
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baseline model was first optimized for minimum weight subject to the frequency and
crashworthiness constraints defined previously in Table 4.9, Section 4.2.
The car body design characteristics are measured in two frontal crash scenarios
(FFI and OFI) where the crash rails play a crucial role in terms of energy absorption. As
discussed in Section 2.1, the resultant acceleration, measured at the upper B-Pillar,
defines the FFI constraint, whereas the intrusion distances at the toeboard and dashboard
were used as the OFI constraints. These response locations are shown in Figure 2.5. The
first three frequencies of the full-scale car body structure were used as the vibration
constraints, Table 2.3. With focus on the front rails as Table 4.7 shows, only the
thicknesses of the inner and the outer parts were treated as design variables with the
optimum values found to be 1.694 mm and 1.654 mm, respectively.

Figure 5.7

Global and local modes.
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In the next step, the local model of the frontend (bumper-rail system) was
separated from the rest of the FE model of the car as shown in Figure 5.7. The local
model was analyzed for vibration response as well as deformation under dynamic impact
load (similar to FFI and OFI) by a 127-kg mass barrier travelling with an initial speed of
56 km/h (equal to FFI and OFI) while the detached ends of the rails were held fixed,
Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.8

The left crash rail box of the 1996 Dodge Neon.

Figure 5.9

Local model.

(a) FFI local model, (b) OFI local model.
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The first three natural frequencies and total deformation due to impact were used
as design constraints for the composite rail optimization. The CFRP rail optimization
problem sought to minimize the weight of the rails by adjusting the ply angles and
number of plies such that the frequency and deformation responses were no worse (and
potentially better) than the steel optimum. The ply angles were limited to 0/90 or ±45
degrees for manufacturability consideration. While holding the rail shape fixed, the wall
thickness of the inner and outer parts were allowed to change. In the FE model, ply
angles were defined such that continuity across adjacent elements was assured. Unlike
the steel rails that are spot welded together, the nodes in the joined regions of the
composite rails are equivalenced in the FE model. The optimum inner and outer CFRP
rail parts with MAT054 material model in LS-DYNA were found to have 28 layers for a
total thickness of 5.97 mm with [0/90/±45/0/90/±45/(0/90)3]S stacking sequence. The
combined mass of CFRP rails was found to be 6.95 kg, which represented a savings of
~39% in comparison to the mass of optimum steel rails at 11.34 kg. The global-local
optimization strategy and substitution of CFRP composite rails resulted in total weight
savings of 8.15 kg in comparison to the baseline vehicle model. Detail responses for the
local models for FFI and OFI are defined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1

Comparison of responses for the local model.

Optimized Steel Rail
CFRP Counterpart

Total Deformation (mm)
FFI
OFI
268.31
557.04
246.96
543.23
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Eigenfrequency (Hz)
Frq1
Frq2
Frq3
140.08
184.15
217.65
271.21
258.52
386.23

The local model with optimized CFRP rails was then incorporated into the full
vehicle model and analyzed for both natural vibration characteristics and crash responses.
The results in Table 5.2 show that the full-vehicle model with optimized CFRP rails
outperforms the baseline vehicle model in terms of both crash responses and vibration
frequencies. Figure 5.10 shows the FFI acceleration curves at different time steps for both
the steel baseline and the optimum design with CFRP crash rails.
Table 5.2

Comparison of full-vehicle performance characteristics using the baseline
model and that with optimized CFRP rails.

Full-Vehicle Model With
Baseline Steel Rails
Optimized CFRP Rails

Figure 5.10

FFI Acceleration
(g’s)
63.51
45.73

OFI Intrusion
(mm)
Toeboard Dashboard
273.48
246.94
221.65
207.71

Natural Frequencies
(Hz)
Frq1
Frq2
Frq3
35.39 36.23 38.37
35.77 37.01 41.53

Comparison of the FFI acceleration for baseline steel and optimum design
with CFRP crash rail boxes.
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Figure 5.11 shows the final deformation for the baseline steel and the optimum
design with CFRP crash rails in OFI. In Figure 5.11a, the CFRP rails are shown before
crash with two rows of elements near the bumper reduced in thickness end treated as the
trigger mechanism. Figure 5.11b shows the baseline steel and the steel crash rails, and the
final deformation after crash of the CFRP rails is shown in Figure 5.11c. Comparison of
Figure 5.11b and Figure 5.11c shows that the gap between the driver side door and car
body for the CFRP design is about 82 mm less than that in the baseline model.

Figure 5.11

OFI scenario for 1996 Dodge Neon.

(a) Body structure before crash, (b) baseline steel after crash, (c) the optimum design with
CFRP crash rail boxes after crash.
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The combination of design optimization and CFRP material through the proposed
global-local design strategy not only reduced the weight of the car but it also improved
the performance of the car body in terms of both crash and vibration.
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CHAPTER VI
JOINT STIFFNESS ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION AS A MECHANISM FOR
IMPROVING VEHICLE STRUCTURAL DESIGN

An approach is presented in this chapter to evaluate the structural performance of
a vehicle model in terms of joint stiffness. By adjusting the elastic modulus of each
structural member in the joint region, the effects of joint stiffness on the FFI and OFI
responses as well as the vibration characteristics are examined. A constrained multiobjective optimization problem is formulated and solved to improve the structural
responses by adjusting the stiffness at each joint.
Figure 6.1 shows the joint at the top of the B-Pillar in a vehicle model and how it
can be decomposed into separate subparts.

Figure 6.1

Decomposition of a joint into separate subparts with independent
properties.
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For crashworthiness investigation, MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC (MAT003) is
used for the joint regions in the LS-DYNA model with the corresponding stress-strain
curve represented by three parameters (elastic modulus, tangent modulus, and the yield
stress) as shown in Figure 6.2a (LS-DYNA Keyword User's Manual). This material
model can capture both isotropic and kinematic hardening plasticity with the option of
including strain rate effects (LS-DYNA Keyword User's Manual); it is also easy to use in
the vehicle crash simulations with acceptable accuracy (Mönnich et al., 2011). As crash
simulation relies on transient dynamic analysis, kinematic hardening formulation is used
(β=0). By allowing the elastic modulus to vary from the lowest (EL) to highest value (EH)
as shown in Figure 6.2b, joint stiffness can be modified and optimized. To focus on the
effect of elastic modulus, the yield stress and tangent modulus values are held fixed. The
baseline joint material properties are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1

Information used to set up material model for crash simulation.

Density,
kg/m3

Elastic
Modulus, GPa

Poisson’s
Ratio

Yield
Stress, GPa

7800.0

210.0

0.3

0.4
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Tangent
Modulus,
GPa
0.7

Hardening
Parameter
0.0

Strain Rate
Parameters
c
P
80.0
4.5

Figure 6.2

Material model used in joint stiffness analysis.

(a) Basic stress-strain curve for MAT003 in LS-DYNA, (b) effect of changes in elastic
modulus.
For the joint stiffness analysis, seven joint regions on each side of the vehicle
model were identified as shown in Figure 6.3, and both the vehicle crash and vibration
models were modified by separating the elements that belong to each joint from the other
elements of the same structural parts. Symmetry was maintained by applying the same
joint definition to both sides of the vehicle model. The separated elements at each joint
were grouped together and defined by a single material property card with modulus of
elasticity treated as a design variable. A unique material ID was assigned to the subparts
that define each joint. Table 6.2 shows the simulation results for the original model and
the modified baseline model with decomposed joint regions having the material
properties shown in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.3

Joint stiffness modeling.

(a) Locations of the selected joints and the decomposed subparts in: (b) the crash model
and (c) the vibration model.
Table 6.2

Results of crash and vibration analyses for the original and modified
baseline models.

Vehicle Model

FFI
Acceleration
g’s

Original Baseline
Modified Baseline

49.6
47.5

Toeboard
Intrusion,
mm
241.4
209.0

OFI
Dashboard
Intrusion,
mm
227.3
193.9

Frq1,
Hz
35.4
35.4

Vibration
Frq2,
Frq3,
Hz
Hz
36.2
36.2

38.4
38.4

The results in Table 6.2 show that by changing the material model of the
designated joints, the crash responses are altered while the frequencies remain the same;
this is because in switching the material models, the elastic properties that affect the
vibration characteristics have not changed while the plastic properties that dominate the
crash responses have.
6.1

Response approximation
A full quadratic polynomial response surface (PRS) model is used to approximate

each response as
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k

k

i 1

i 1

k 1

k

f ( x i )  f̂ ( x i )  a 0   a i x i   a ii x i    a ij x i x j
2

i 1 ji 1

(6.1)

where 𝑓̂ is an approximation of the true response f expressed in terms of the k input
variables x1, x2, …, xk. The surrogate model in Equation (6.1) includes p = (k + 1)(k +
2)/2 unknown coefficients (a0, ai, aii, and aij) that are found using the least squares
technique based on the true response values at a set of n ≥ p training points.
The accuracy of a surrogate model is dependent on the number of training points
and how these training points are distributed in the design space. For a PRS, at least 3k
training points are necessary to build a good surrogate model (Montgomery, 1997). With
the Young’s modulus at each of the seven joints in Figure 6.3 treated as a design variable
(i.e., x1 – x7), 60 training points are generated using LHS over the design space bounded
by the lower and upper bounds of xi, i = 1, 7, and the responses are extracted through
crash and vibration simulations with LS-DYNA and MSC Nastran, respectively.
Table 6.3

Vehicle
Model
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Comparison of surrogate models and simulation results for crash responses
at each test point.
FFI
Acceleration,
g’s
Sur.
Sim.
Error %
49.0
48.2
1.72
47.3
45.5
3.93
59.1
58.6
0.83
50.1
57.4
-12.70
54.9
54.1
1.38
51.6
50.1
2.88
Avg. Error %
3.91

OFI
Toeboard Intrusion,
Dashboard Intrusion,
mm
mm
Sur.
Sim.
Error %
Sur.
Sim.
Error %
201.0
208.6
-3.64
193.5
201.3
-3.88
207.2
204.0
1.56
198.2
195.5
1.40
209.7
202.3
3.65
193.9
193.5
0.20
200.8
196.2
2.33
193.0
197.6
-2.31
204.0
193.8
5.29
190.3
176.8
7.64
201.5
187.8
7.29
193.9
178.9
8.39
Avg. Error %
3.96
Avg. Error %
3.97

Sur: Surrogate Results; Sim: Simulation Results
During the construction of the DoE table for the vibration frequencies, it is
possible for the vibration modes at some design points to switch relative to those of the
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baseline model. Therefore, MAC analysis is used for mode tracking to ensure that the
frequencies at each DOE point are correctly assigned to the specific vibration modes,
similar to sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.2.1. The results of MAC analysis for the joint stiffness
showed that all the design cases are collinear with the baseline model at all the DoE
points.
To measure accuracy of each surrogate model, six randomly selected design
points are chosen as test points, and at each point, the true response value from the
simulation is compared with that predicted by the corresponding surrogate model, with
the point-wise and average errors shown in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4. With an average
error below 4%, it appears that the surrogate models have reasonable accuracy for use in
the design optimization problem.
Table 6.4
Vehicle
Model
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

6.2

Comparison of surrogate models and simulation results for vibration
responses at each test point.
Frq1, Hz
Sur.
Sim. Error %
35.8
35.8
-0.05
35.4
35.4
-0.04
35.5
35.5
0.00
35.8
35.8
-0.05
35.7
35.7
-0.12
35.7
35.7
-0.06
Avg. Error %
0.05

Vibration
Frq2, Hz
Sur.
Sim.
Error %
37.2
37.1
-0.07
36.3
36.4
0.04
36.6
36.6
-0.01
37.2
37.1
-0.07
37.2
37.1
-0.11
37.1
37.0
-0.08
Avg. Error %
0.06

Frq3, Hz
Sur.
Sim.
Error %
38.7
38.7
-0.03
38.4
38.3
-0.03
38.5
38.5
0.02
38.7
38.7
-0.03
38.7
38.7
-0.02
38.7
38.6
-0.03
Avg. Error %
0.03

Effect of Joint Stiffness on Structural Responses
A sensitivity analysis is performed to investigate the effect of stiffness at each

joint on both the crash and vibration responses. With availability of an explicit analytical
function for each response, the corresponding surrogate model is differentiated with
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respect to each design variable with the partial derivative values for the modified baseline
model shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5

Sensitivity derivatives of each response with respect to the individual design
variables (x10-3).
FFI

Design
Variable

Acceleration

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7

-1.44
-1.35
0.40
1.36
2.47
-0.15
1.69

Toeboard
Intrusion
-3.89
-1.53
-0.58
-0.82
-0.08
2.74
0.74

OFI

Dashboard
Intrusion
-5.85
-0.97
-2.47
-0.66
-4.55
1.83
-7.35

Vibration
Frq1

Frq2

Frq3

0.54
0.17
0.23
0.07
0.16
0.01
0.15

1.24
0.25
0.33
0.11
0.20
0.02
0.37

0.42
0.14
0.18
0.05
0.12
0.02
0.17

The results in Table 6.5 show that acceleration in FFI can either decrease or
increase depending on which joint stiffness is increased, and it appears to be most
sensitive to changes in stiffness at joint 5 and least sensitive to stiffness at joint 6. The
OFI toeboard intrusion can decrease by increasing stiffness at all the joints except joint 6
and 7, it is least and most sensitive to stiffness at joints 5 and 1, respectively. As for the
OFI dashboard intrusion response, it appears to decrease by increasing stiffness at all the
joints except joint 6; it is least and most sensitive to changes in stiffness at joints 4 and 7,
respectively. Some of the crash response sensitivities were not intuitively obvious prior
to this analysis. The sensitivity analysis results also show that the vibration responses
improve by increasing stiffness at all the joints with all the vibration frequencies being
most sensitive to stiffness at joint 1. One of the advantages of performing sensitivity
analysis on joint stiffness is that the designer can find which joints in the car body
structure need to be adjusted for each response of interest.
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6.3

Joint stiffness optimization
Based on the results in Table 6.5, stiffness at each joint can be optimized to

improve vehicle performance. The multi-objective optimization problem for joint
stiffness is formulated as
Min FFI _ Acc, OFI _ Int _ Toe, OFI _ Int _ Dash,Frq1,Frq2,Frq3
s.t.

7

(6.2)

 x i 
i 1

80%E baseline  x i  150%E baseline

where FFI_Acc, OFI_Int_Toe, and OFI_Int_Dash define the FFI acceleration at the
upper B-Pillar, OFI toeboard intrusion, and OFI dashboard intrusion, respectively; Frqj, j
= 1,3 represent the frequencies for the first three flexible modes with xi, i = 1, 7
representing the elastic modulus at the designated joints shown in Figure 6.3a. For
consistency with the modified baseline vehicle model, the total stiffness is kept constant
at Ψ = 1470 GPa corresponding to Ebaseline = 210 GPa.
The Multiobjective GA toolbox in MATLAB (gamultiobj) was used to solve the
optimization problem in Equation (6.2) with total of 1,106,000 function evaluations and
the population size of 500; moreover, the crossover function, mutation function, and the
number of generations were set to Intermediate, Gaussian, and 316, respectively. The
solution resulted in a Pareto optimal set of 91 points. Given the six-dimensional shape of
the Pareto frontier, it is not possible to visualize the entire criterion space, but a threedimensional subset showing the interaction among some of the crash and vibration
responses is shown in Figure 6.4. The red dots identify the non-dominated points forming
the frontier whereas the blue dot identifies the compromise optimum design point nearest
to the Utopia point.
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Figure 6.4

Different views of a subset of the criterion space and points forming the
Pareto frontier in terms of Frq1, FFI_Acc, and OFI_Int_Toe responses.

The values of the design variables and the structural responses associated with the
compromise optimum design point are shown in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7, respectively.
The last row in Table 6.6 shows how much stiffness at each joint has changed relative to
the modified baseline value as a result of design optimization. For example, the optimum
stiffness of joint 1 is one and a half times that in the modified baseline model, whereas
the optimum stiffness of joints 4 - 6 is 80% of the modified baseline value. The optimum
stiffness at each joint appears to be consistent with the sensitivity analysis results in Table
6.5. As the joints serve a critical role in terms of both the rigidity and the load carrying
capacity of the auto body structure, their stiffness optimization can improve the vehicle
design.
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Table 6.6

Comparison of joint stiffness in the modified baseline and compromise
optimum design models.

Design Variable
Modified Baseline joint
stiffness (GPa)
Optimum design joint
stiffness (GPa)
Optimum-to-baseline joint
stiffness ratio (%)

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

210.0

210.0

210.0

210.0

210.0

210.0

210.0

315.0

243.8

189.4

168.0

168.0

168.0

217.8

150.0

116.2

90.0

80.0

80.0

80.0

103.8

Since the optimization problem was solved using the surrogate model of each
objective, the vehicle responses are subject to approximation error. In Table 6.7, the
simulation- and surrogate-based response values for the compromise optimum design are
compared with each other as well as with those of the modified baseline model. The
surrogate- and simulation-based responses appear to be in very good agreement.
Table 6.7

a

Comparison of responses of the modified baseline and compromise
optimum design models.

Design Model

FFI
Acceleration g’s

Modified Baselinea
Optimum Designb
Optimum Designa

47.5
46.0
46.8

OFI
Toeboard
Dashboard
Intrusion, mm
Intrusion, mm
209.0
193.9
200.6
189.8
199.9
187.6

Simulation-based values; bSurrogate-based values.

Frq1
Hz
35.4
35.8
35.8

Vibration
Frq2 Frq3Hz
Hz
36.2
38.4
37.2
38.7
37.2
38.7

As the wall thickness of the individual members at each joint region was kept
constant, there is no mass difference between the modified baseline and optimum design
models in this study. However, it is clear from the results in Table 6.7 that in regions
where optimum stiffness is less than the baseline value, it is possible to maintain the same
elastic modulus as the baseline model and decrease the wall thickness or alter the crosssectional geometry to maintain the same level of bending rigidity with less material,
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hence, less weight. Therefore, these results are helpful in guiding the designer to identify
the joint regions that need higher or lower rigidity as well as opportunities for structural
lightweighting.
Figure 6.5 shows the deformed shapes of the modified baseline and the
compromise optimum design models. The deformed shape of the optimum design
(Figure 6.5c) shows that the gap between the body and the left door is smaller than that in
the baseline design as a result of optimization.

Figure 6.5

Setup OFI simulation for joint stiffness analysis.

(a) Modified baseline before crash, and resulting deformation in (b) the modified baseline
model, and (c) the compromise optimum design model.
Figure 6.6 shows the acceleration and intrusion curves for the modified baseline
and the compromise optimum design models as obtained from LS-DYNA simulations.
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The trends for all the curves appear to be consistent, with those corresponding to the
optimum design point showing slightly smaller values as also indicated in Table 6.7.

Figure 6.6

Comparison of time variation in Toeboard and Dashboard intrusion for the
modified and optimum design models.

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions can be stated:


Structural responses such as crash and vibration are highly controlled by
joint stiffness.



The influence of each joint region on the crash and vibration responses is
not intuitively obvious.



The optimum joint stiffness distribution is considerably different from that
in the baseline design model with the optimum joint stiffness representing
–20% to 50% change relative to the modified baseline value.



It is possible to reduce the computational cost and complexity of a multiobjective vehicle design optimization problem by generating an
appropriate surrogate model for each response.
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Full quadratic polynomial response functions represent good
approximation of the true relationships between the crash responses (as
well as the vibration frequencies) and the joint stiffness design variables.



By considering changes in the elastic modulus of the material at the
designated joint regions, it is possible to identify the critical joints
facilitating the decision making process for the subsequent steps to
enhancing both the structural performance and producing lightweight cars.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Various finite element (FE) modeling, simulation, and design optimization
techniques were investigated with focus on design of lightweight car body structures.
Moreover, the applications of lightweight materials such as magnesium alloy and carbon
fiber reinforced plastic to vehicle structures were also examined. A simulation-based
design optimization framework was used to study the effect of various design criteria
including crash, vibration, static stiffness, and joint rigidity on the optimum design of car
body structures. To facilitate the application of composite materials in simulation-based
design optimization of vehicle structures under multiple design criteria, a new globallocal strategy was developed. A full-scale crash model of the 1996 Dodge Neon was used
for Full Frontal Impact (FFI), Offset Frontal Impact (OFI), and Side Impact (SIDE)
scenarios. A Body-In-White (BIW) model of this car was developed to conduct vibration
analysis along with crash simulations. The BIW vibration model was firstly developed in
LS-DYNA and then converted to MSC Nastran. All the spotweld elements and other
connections in LS-DYNA model were converted to CWELD and RBE2 elements in MSC
Nastran model. The same BIW model was also used for static stiffness analysis under
four different loading conditions.
The results showed that vibration characteristics are in competition with the
crashworthiness attributes such as acceleration, and that the amount of mass that can be
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reduced from the vehicle model would be less than in the case when only crashworthiness
attributes are considered. Moreover, the car structure optimized based on vibration
criteria alone was found to have insufficient static stiffness. Therefore, both vibration and
static stiffness criteria should be included in the car body structure design optimization
for a better assessment of the overall vehicle rigidity.
By replacing twenty-two parts of the 1996 Dodge Neon model from steel to
magnesium alloy (AZ31) and optimizing the structure under vibration and crash design
criteria, it was possible to reduce the combined mass of the selected parts by 46.7 kg or
44.4%.
The proposed global-local design strategy reduced the complexity and
computation time of the design optimization procedure for application of composite
materials in the car body structures, especially when severe loading conditions such as
crash should be considered. As a result of this strategy and application of CFRP to the
crash rails of the 1996 Dodge Neon model, it was possible to reduce the structural weight
by 8.15 kg while meeting the crash and vibration design criteria. This strategy can be
used in industry for rapid exploration of various vehicle structural design concepts
involving multiple material systems.
Manipulation of the Young’s modulus in lieu of structural configuration provided
an easy engineering approach for evaluation of the effect of joint stiffness on
performance of car body structure. As car structures are sensitive to joints stiffness, it is
possible to optimize the structure by adjusting stiffness at the major joints. The results of
joint stiffness optimization for 1996 Dodge Neon showed that both the crash and
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vibration attributes can be improved by tailoring the amount of stiffness needed at
different joints.
Future work should include the use of a dummy and restraint system for more
accurate assessment of vehicle safety. The combination of material replacement with
gauge and joint stiffness optimization will lead to a superior lightweight car body
structure. Although multiple design criteria were considered in this research, other
important considerations such as durability and NVH were not. Future research should
include these additional attributes for a more thorough multi-objective design
optimization of vehicle structures. Lastly, the material systems and simulation models
used are always subject to both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty. Although these
uncertainties were not included in this study, they would be a valuable addition to future
research efforts in vehicle structural design.
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A.1

DoE table for optimization of 1996 Dodge Neon model for vibration and static
stiffness

Table A.1
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

X1
0.85
1.29
1.87
1.72
2.11
2.16
1.22
2.02
1.00
2.38
2.09
1.25
1.37
1.94
1.44
0.93
1.78
0.83
1.56
1.03
1.09
0.89
1.48
2.33
2.29
1.56
1.13
1.88
2.23
1.66
1.70
1.07
2.22
2.15
0.83
2.40
0.97
2.17
2.40
0.98
1.61
1.64
2.36
1.54
2.30

Design variable values
X2
1.01
0.81
0.57
0.44
0.62
0.73
0.79
0.64
0.94
0.86
0.68
0.54
0.78
0.60
0.52
1.07
1.03
0.93
0.75
0.90
0.51
0.49
0.84
1.09
1.04
0.97
0.39
0.46
0.99
0.70
0.41
0.38
0.45
0.98
0.76
0.72
1.10
0.81
0.60
0.62
0.51
0.61
0.96
0.88
0.69

X3
0.86
0.99
0.89
0.68
0.71
0.91
0.47
0.68
0.56
0.76
0.46
0.93
0.98
0.54
0.50
0.78
0.41
0.63
0.74
0.66
0.82
0.85
1.05
0.80
1.01
0.59
0.58
0.96
0.42
0.38
0.37
0.98
1.03
0.71
0.51
0.42
0.83
0.37
0.36
0.56
0.59
0.97
0.98
0.36
0.52

X4
0.86
0.60
0.57
0.99
0.78
0.82
0.86
0.99
0.87
0.43
0.46
0.76
0.92
0.42
0.50
0.91
0.95
0.70
0.39
0.56
0.73
0.66
1.02
0.36
0.84
0.49
1.04
0.53
0.61
0.71
0.68
0.67
0.48
0.57
0.49
0.93
0.40
0.39
0.62
0.63
0.65
0.86
0.75
0.91
0.63

X5
0.90
0.92
1.11
1.10
0.57
0.95
0.53
0.69
0.86
1.06
0.43
0.73
0.52
1.03
1.19
1.22
0.80
0.65
0.79
0.99
0.62
1.16
0.88
0.47
0.76
0.59
0.68
0.90
1.17
0.50
1.02
1.19
0.51
0.82
0.63
0.73
0.50
0.71
0.77
0.48
0.50
0.61
0.42
0.45
1.21

X6
0.90
0.41
0.74
0.95
0.50
0.59
0.91
0.61
0.92
0.97
0.57
0.88
0.68
0.58
0.79
0.69
0.71
0.49
0.54
0.83
0.44
0.36
0.35
1.01
0.64
1.00
0.86
0.76
0.40
0.47
0.82
0.63
0.99
0.96
0.86
0.63
0.54
0.49
0.66
0.56
0.76
0.61
0.37
0.45
0.46

X7
0.61
0.77
1.23
1.09
0.56
0.58
0.69
1.17
0.63
0.86
0.82
1.08
1.41
1.55
1.34
0.94
1.04
1.37
1.14
0.95
1.49
0.80
1.53
1.27
0.90
0.99
0.60
0.71
1.31
1.46
1.21
0.60
1.56
0.81
1.49
0.58
1.03
1.57
1.51
0.64
1.45
1.53
1.39
1.54
1.11
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X8
1.50
0.87
1.30
1.92
1.61
2.00
1.85
1.48
1.71
1.74
2.07
1.53
1.10
0.80
1.66
1.00
2.16
1.79
1.37
1.27
2.27
1.46
1.05
0.92
2.11
1.97
1.38
1.21
1.13
2.21
0.83
2.21
2.24
0.86
0.77
1.76
1.00
1.05
1.51
1.49
0.84
2.18
1.40
1.11
0.99

X9
0.95
1.67
2.17
1.20
2.26
1.12
2.32
1.88
1.47
1.01
1.92
2.58
2.64
2.04
2.41
1.78
2.34
1.42
0.96
2.79
2.73
2.11
2.00
1.35
1.72
1.15
2.71
2.49
1.53
1.32
1.63
2.04
1.88
2.41
2.17
1.33
2.09
2.31
2.59
2.80
1.12
1.05
1.93
1.28
2.04

X10
1.28
0.82
2.24
2.19
0.91
1.85
0.99
2.03
2.13
1.11
1.89
1.06
1.13
2.08
1.35
0.92
1.93
1.61
1.98
1.23
1.74
1.49
1.66
1.20
0.79
1.45
1.37
1.69
1.30
1.53
1.79
2.18
1.72
1.76
0.98
1.93
2.06
0.78
2.17
0.79
1.66
1.25
0.94
0.90
0.87

X11
2.77
2.32
2.02
2.14
1.91
1.43
1.23
2.26
1.73
1.88
2.81
1.31
0.97
1.20
2.02
1.55
1.36
2.60
1.11
2.19
1.82
2.43
1.63
1.65
2.72
1.02
2.58
1.50
2.48
2.66
2.38
2.24
2.25
0.96
2.75
1.09
2.63
1.36
1.49
2.15
2.66
1.20
1.52
1.88
1.19

X12
0.80
0.66
0.88
1.00
0.40
0.48
0.86
0.90
0.56
0.80
0.84
0.78
0.73
0.97
0.61
1.04
0.69
0.57
0.36
0.45
0.52
0.38
0.81
0.67
0.75
0.63
0.46
0.53
0.93
0.97
1.06
0.93
0.66
1.05
1.03
0.55
0.44
1.06
0.41
0.95
0.43
0.70
0.64
0.77
0.57

X13
0.55
0.77
0.68
0.82
0.68
0.91
0.36
0.78
0.39
0.55
0.53
0.94
1.05
0.61
0.98
0.59
0.88
0.48
0.74
0.89
0.57
0.50
0.64
1.02
0.85
0.44
0.42
0.83
1.00
0.72
0.47
1.02
0.41
0.40
0.98
1.00
0.75
0.90
0.37
0.56
0.97
0.61
0.96
0.57
0.74

Table A.2
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Design responses

Frq1

Frq2

Frq3

(Hz)
34.94
34.39
35.71
36.17
34.12
35.90
32.47
35.38
34.66
35.85
32.86
34.51
33.42
32.94
35.61
34.69
35.60
33.97
34.11
35.18
33.85
35.17
35.09
33.21
35.77
33.97
32.90
34.51
35.51
33.99
33.41
35.60
34.26
33.42
33.21
34.81
32.70
33.70
34.81
31.36
33.27
34.98
33.97
33.52
33.85
34.94

(Hz)
35.49
36.00
37.77
37.29
34.31
37.28
33.56
36.14
35.21
38.07
33.15
34.64
33.99
36.81
36.68
37.01
36.04
34.55
35.64
35.73
34.55
35.68
37.20
35.32
37.49
34.55
34.24
35.86
37.93
34.17
35.63
35.98
35.48
36.58
33.55
35.41
33.04
35.59
35.92
32.84
34.04
35.53
35.32
33.62
37.42
35.49

(Hz)
38.20
37.50
39.07
39.02
37.60
38.78
36.82
38.40
38.01
39.15
38.41
37.43
36.34
37.67
38.69
38.34
38.44
38.38
36.95
38.31
38.57
38.65
38.28
36.14
40.06
37.45
37.31
37.69
38.91
38.11
37.60
39.19
39.18
36.99
36.32
37.10
37.45
36.52
37.56
36.69
36.07
38.00
37.36
35.81
38.43
38.20

Bending
Stiffness
(N/mm)
6734.85
6112.47
7229.99
7386.58
5731.66
6516.37
6020.36
6735.81
6490.79
7035.85
5786.16
6864.83
6742.41
6499.40
6874.30
6737.17
6535.02
6265.33
6236.55
6697.95
6392.96
6031.80
6648.93
6803.46
6941.25
6530.62
6247.81
6656.69
6016.78
5962.20
6641.33
6722.67
7370.11
6756.82
6560.28
5859.00
6152.63
5884.24
6500.96
5517.69
6569.79
6878.36
6220.39
5714.31
6014.76
6734.85

Torsion
Stiffness
(N.mm/deg)
11492.20
10946.10
11441.50
11566.70
10653.20
11601.10
10401.60
11425.20
11364.90
11105.90
10255.80
10747.20
10708.20
10627.30
10876.40
11493.40
11432.10
11000.20
10565.30
11133.50
10850.30
11137.10
11689.60
10216.90
11560.60
10441.50
10652.70
10804.30
11323.70
10548.80
10425.30
11317.00
10491.90
10945.40
10262.60
10991.50
10484.10
9926.10
10623.30
10070.80
10297.30
10894.40
10697.70
10295.40
10764.10
11492.20
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lateral
Stiffness
(N/mm)
5762.17
5782.90
6320.14
6029.91
4900.58
6114.17
4516.64
5592.78
5424.83
6167.43
4335.54
5411.12
5286.07
5622.83
5772.36
6438.16
5599.31
5207.02
5325.87
5814.53
5153.79
5741.22
6386.95
5081.65
6239.09
4973.47
4686.39
5522.67
6204.00
4607.42
5114.45
5882.22
5118.49
5752.68
4875.03
5101.94
4821.68
4970.90
5078.54
4234.89
4662.67
5430.65
5179.25
4460.59
5995.83
5762.17

Longitudinal
Stiffness
(N/mm)
7251.41
7679.71
9727.80
8796.50
8438.08
8026.28
8199.04
9534.76
8607.63
6930.40
8517.63
8914.46
8851.49
8436.00
8920.88
8193.67
9548.32
8165.62
6947.22
9253.97
9733.43
8996.49
9457.46
7100.89
8475.55
6964.37
9442.16
9058.42
8092.39
7831.94
8193.80
9716.08
8798.41
8800.32
7996.69
7913.68
8694.27
7655.92
9232.03
8454.00
7301.65
7158.45
8202.19
6864.31
7877.68
7251.41

